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ABSTRACT 

          Mechanical metamaterials are becoming an emerging frontier in scientific research 

and engineering innovation due to its unique properties, arising from innovative 

geometrical designs rather than constituent materials. Reconfigurable metamaterials can 

change their shapes and structures dramatically under external forces or environmental 

stimuli.  It offers an enhanced flexibility in performance by coupling dynamically changing 

structural configuration and tunable properties, which has found broad potential 

applications in 3D meso-structures assembly and programmable machines. Despite 

extensive studies on harnessing origami, the ancient paper folding art, for design of 

mechanical metamaterials, the study on utilizing its close cousin, kirigami (“kiri” means 

cut), for programmable reconfigurable mechanical metamaterials and machines remains 

largely unexplored. In this dissertation, I explore harnessing the uniqueness of cuts in 

kirigami for achieving extraordinary mechanical properties and multifunctionalities in 

krigami-based metamaterials, as well as its potential applications in programmable 

machines and soft robotics.   

          I first exploit the design of hierarchical cuts for achieving high strength, high 

stretchability, and tunable mechanical properties in hierarchical rotation-based kirigami 

mechanical metamaterials. Hierarchical line cuts are introduced to a thin sheet composed 

of non-stretchable materials (copy paper), less stretchable materials (acrylics), and highly 

stretchable materials (silicone rubber, PDMS), to explore the role of constituent material 

properties. The cut unit in the shape of solid rectangles with the square shape as a special 

case was demonstrated for achieving the extreme stretchability via rigid rotation of cut 

units. It shows that a higher hierarchical level contributes to a higher expandability and 
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lower stiffness to constituent material. However, when such kirigami structure is applied 

onto less-stretchable materials (e.g. acrylics), its stretchability is almost eliminated 

regardless of the hierarchical level, because severe stress concentration at rotation hinges 

leads to the structure failure at the very beginning stage of pattern transformation. To 

address this challenge, I propose a hinge design which can significantly reduce the stress 

concentration at cut tips and enable high stretchability for rotation-based kirigmai structure, 

even on acrylic thin sheet. I also study the tunable photonic behavior of proposed 

hierarchical kirigami metamaterial by simple strain-induced structural reconfiguration.  

          I then explore the programmability of kiri-kirgami structures by introducing notches 

to the simplest kirigami structure patterned with parallel line cuts for breaking its 

deformation symmetry. Engraving the flat-cut kirigami structure enables programmable 

control of its out-of-plane tilting orientation, thus generating a variety of inhomogeneous 

structural configurations on demand. I find that compared to the its counterpart without 

engraving notches, the introduced notches have a negligible effect on both the stress-strain 

curve over the large strain range and the extreme stretchability, however, they reduce the 

critical buckling force largely. Furthermore, I demonstrate the adaptive kiri-kirigami 

structure through local actuation with its tilting directions to be programmed and switched 

in response to the change of environmental temperature. Lastly, I demonstrate the potential 

promising outcome of kiri-kirigami structures as adaptive building envelope in energy 

efficient buildings, especially in electric saving for lighting and cooling load saving 

through numerical simulation. 

          In addition to kirigami based soft metamaterials, I also investigate the utilization  of 

soft materials and soft structures for robotics functions. First, I explore the design of soft 
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doming actuator upon pneumatic actuation and its implications in design of multifunctional 

soft machines. I propose a novel bilayer actuator, which is composed of patterned 

embedded pneumatic channel on top for radial expansion and a solid elastomeric layer on 

bottom for strain-limiting. I show that both the cavity volume and bending angle at the rim 

of the actuated dome can be controlled by tuning the height gradient of the pneumatic 

channel along the radial direction. I demonstrate its potential multifunctional applications 

in swimming, adhesion, and gripping.  

          I further explore harnessing doming-based bilayer doming actuator for developing 

soft climbing robot. I characterize and optimize the maximum shear adhesion force of the 

proposed soft adhesion actuator for strong and rapid reversible adhesion on multiple types 

of smooth and semi-smooth surfaces. Based on the switchable adhesion actuator, I design 

and fabricate a novel load-carrying amphibious climbing soft robot (ACSR) by combining 

with a soft bending actuator. I demonstrate that it can operate on a wide range of foreign 

horizontal and vertical surfaces, including dry, wet, slippery, smooth, and semi-smooth 

ones on ground, as well as under water with certain load-carrying capability. I show that 

the vertical climbing speed can reach about 286 mm/min (1.6 body length/min) while 

carrying over 200g object (over 5 times the weight of ACSR itself) during climbing on 

ground and under water.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Mechanical Metamaterials 

          Mechanical metamaterials [1] are attracting increasing interest in scientific research 

and engineering innovation due to their unprecedented physical properties [2, 3], arising 

from the geometrical arrangement of their periodic unit cells. Upon deformation, 

mechanical metamaterials can be reconfigured beyond their original designs [4-10], 

offering an enhanced flexibility in performance by coupling dynamically changing 

structural configurations with tunable physical properties [11]. This field synergistically 

integrates mechanics, geometry, design, properties, and functionality, which are of 

tremendous interest in design of flexible electronics [12-15], color displays [16], smart 

windows [17-21], actuators [22], sensors [23], and photonic/phononic devices [24-27].  

          Structural reconfiguration in mechanical metamaterials has been realized via three 

strategies: 1) Harnessing buckling instabilities in 2-D/3-D metamaterials composed of 

periodic porous or composite structures [28-34], where pattern transformation is driven by 

buckling; 2) Origami inspired metamaterials from the concept of paper art of folding [7, 8, 

35-42]; 3) Kirigami inspired metamaterials from the concept of paper art of cuts [10, 43-

56]. 

1.1.1 Mechanical Metamaterials Based on Buckling Instabilities 

          For a long time, mechanical instabilities have been regarded as major causes for 

engineering associated large deformations and catastrophic structural failure. Therefore, 

most historical researches with mechanical instabilities fall in the context of preventing 

failure of slender structures. However, the power of mechanical instabilities in many 

biological and geological phenomena, such as skin wrinkles [57], geometry of organs [58], 
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shape morphology of fruits [59],  and the formation of mountain ridges [60], has proved 

that they are far more beyond causing unwanted structural changes.   

          During last decades, the research interest of mechanical instability has shifted to an 

novel area of utilizing mechanical instabilities in complaint materials for wrinkling [61, 

62], folding [63, 64], delamination [65], and creasing [66, 67]. These new soft structures 

induced by mechanical instabilities have contributed to discovery of a great variety of 

potential applications, including flexible and conformable electronics [13, 68], photonic or 

acoustic devices [69-71], microfluidic systems [72, 73], and mechanical metamaterials [7, 

10, 28, 34, 35, 37, 44, 56, 74-79]. 

 

Figure 1.1 A rectangular sheet with repetitive circular cutouts under compression 

 

          One of most studied mechanical metamaterials harness mechanical instabilities is a 

porous rectangle lattice with repetitive circular cutouts in a soft sheet, as shown in Figure 

1.1. When this sheet is compressed, the circular holes will buckle and deform into mutually 

orthogonal ellipses and the hinges that connects the neighboring holes will rotate. Through 

finite element analysis, Bertoldi and coworkers found that hinges rotation only occurs when 

the porosity is larger than 34% [34]. Otherwise, the holes will collapse into slits upon 
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compression. They further studied the shape changes of such structure with a series of hole 

shapes including circular, square, and star shape to investigate the optimal shape for 

auxeticity [80].  

1.1.2 Origami-Based Mechanical Metamaterials 

          The beauty of origami (from Japanese language, ‘ori’ means ‘folding’ and ‘kami’ 

means paper) lies in starting from a flat and nearly unstretchable 2D sheet to obtain targeted 

2D or 3D reconfigurable structures by applying a sequence of folds [7-9, 36, 37, 40-42, 77, 

81-83]. The entertainment patterns and shape changes enabled by art of paper folding have 

been admired for centuries, and origami geometries have been utilized to obtain medical 

stents [84], wheels [85], flexible batteries [86], and deployable devices [87]. Origami also 

provides a novel avenue for designing mechanical metamaterials, starting from 2D 

undeformable sheets with predefined pattern of folding creases, such as the miura-ori 

structure [35] (Figure 1.2) and its relatives. The resulting metasheets can possess negative 

Poisson’s ratio [88] and can be programmed to deform into arbitrary configurations [7].  

 

Figure 1.2 The famous “miura-ori” origami structure 
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          In addition to mechanically folding creases, researchers have made great efforts in 

developing self-folding mechanism [6, 81, 89, 90] for inducing the deformation of origami-

based metamaterials. This can especially reduce the folding difficulty for complex 

patterned periodical origami structure, which can possibly have thousands of folding 

creases. The most widely used strategies for self-folding is based on bilayer bending [91-

94], where this bilayer structure (with an active layer laminated with a passive layer) is 

always applied at the folding hinges in origami metasheet. The folding is achieved by 

inducing the mismatch strain between bilayers through activating the active layer with heat 

[6, 95], electricity [96] and light [90]. The expansion or contraction of active layer induces 

the curvature changing of the creases and leads to folding. Recently, Na etc. [81] developed 

a trilayer folding system which shows even better precision controlling folding angle 

compared with most existed bilayer system. 

1.1.3 Kirigami-based Mechanical Metamaterials 

          Despite these advances of mechanical metamaterials based on instabilities and 

origami, limitations and challenges remain, as summarized below:  

(1) It is impossible to achieve continuous structure transformation by buckling instabilities, 

where an intrinsic, sudden change of configuration is unavoidable, and thus 

uncontrollable [28, 31-34, 97]. 

(2) Origami structures require following precise sequence of folding along the designed 

pattern, and the complexity will be greatly magnified when the level of folded 

structures increases [35]. This presents an obvious challenge to generating origami 

structures through self-assembly, as in many cases it requires extremely fine control of 

the fold ordering and sequences [48, 98, 99]. 
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(3) Despite vast potential applications of folding and compacting of origami in engineering 

[100], the non-stretchability beyond unfolding of origami largely limits its applications 

for other advanced technologies such as stretchable electronics [13, 24], where large 

tensile deformation is often experienced. 

          Very recently, the concept of kirigami (“kiri” means cut), a close cousin of origami, 

by combining cuts and folds, starts to attract increasing interest in harnessing cuts for 

potential applications in design of pluripotent materials [48, 101], stretchable and 

conformable electronics [43, 50, 51], acoustic filters [44], solar tracking [102], and 3-D 

mesotructures [103]. Typical kirigami structure includes linear-cut kirigami, as shown in 

Figure 1.3a, and rotation-based krigami, as shown in Figure 1.3b. When linear-cut kirigami 

is under stretching, the enclosed cuts will induce the out-of-plane buckling of unit cells, 

which can greatly reduce the severe in-plane stress concentration at the cut tips and this 

enable extreme high stretchability for the composed materials. Rotation-based krigmai 

shows similar large expandability as linear-cut kirigami. In addition to such high 

stretchability, it also shows negative Poisson’s ratio and possess hierarchical levels when 

applied with cuts on low-level subunits. 
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Figure 1.3 (a) Linear-cut kirigami. (b) hierarchical rotation-based kirigami. 
 

          Compared to folds, the uniqueness of cuts is the following: 1) The deformation of 

the cut structure is achieved through rigid rotation of cut units [10, 43-47], rather than 

directly deforming the cut unit itself and thus units are acting as rigid entities, making 

possible a broad range of potential applications in hard devices where deformation is to be 

avoided. 2) Unlike folding-based origami, cuts in kirigami allow the removal of parts, 

eliminating unnecessary parts of the medium, thereby minimizing materials waste 

(sustainability), allowing the generation of more complex structures from fewer, simpler 

folds [48, 103]. Despite extensive studies in origami-based metamaterials [35-38, 83, 98, 

104], the kirigami-based metamaterials are a newly emerging area in its infancy stage, 

representing a new class of stretchable and reconfigurable metamaterials that remain 

largely unexplored [43, 44].   

          In this thesis, I apply kirigami to both non-stretchable and stretchable thin sheets, 

generating kirigami-based stretchable and reconfigurable mechanical metamaterials. I aim 

to exploit and obtain a fundamental understanding of the possible unique unusual 

mechanical behavior enabled by the design of cuts and folds in the kirigami-based 
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metamaterials. The ‘art’ of kirigami is how and where to put the cuts and folds. I want to 

make this art form into science by identifying the core principles by experiments alongside 

a tightly coupled theoretical and computational approach. I will explore experimental 

design of sole cuts in reconfigurable kirigami metamaterials, by harnessing 1-D parallel 

cuts and 2-D orthogonal cuts for high stretchability, as well as quantitatively characterize 

their mechanical performances. Furthermore, I will combine folding and cutting to actuate 

programmable, reconfigurable 3-D kirigami metamaterials via cut-directed self-folding in 

response to different external stimuli for potential applications in programmable machines. 

1.2 Soft Robotics 

          Recently, the study of soft robots has attracted tremendous research interest in both 

science and engineering, due to their great potential to interact with humans and the 

environment more safely and more adaptively. Soft continuum robots are often made of 

highly deformable soft materials to allow compliance, endurability, and, elasticity [105]. 

Utilizing the “soft” features, soft robotics demonstrate great benefits, compared with 

conventional rigid robots, under environment that requires safe and delicate interaction 

between machines and humans. This has induced blooming applications of soft robotics in 

many fields such as artificial organs [106], in vivo robotics [107] and rehabilitation 

wearable devices [108] etc. 
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Figure 1.4 Pneumatic-actuated locomotive soft robot [105] 

 

          In addition to these human-related soft machines, bioinspired by soft-bodied systems 

in nature such as caterpillar [109, 110], meshworm [111, 112], octopus [113-115], and fish 

[116], extensive research efforts have been dedicated to mimicking a variety of biological 

locomotion modes, including walking [105, 109, 111, 112, 117-119], jumping [110, 120, 

121], and swimming [116, 122-124] in soft robotics. The locomotion is realized through 

deforming their soft bodies by means of bending [118, 125], expanding or contracting [111, 

126], twisting [109, 112] or combined in response to external stimuli, including pneumatic 

or hydraulic pressure [105, 118], temperature[111], light [109], and electrical [110] or 

magnetic field [82]. Figure 1.4 shows a typical pneumatic-actuated bio-inspired locomotive 

soft crawler. 

1.3 Outline of This Thesis 

          This thesis is organized as follows:  

          In Chapter 2, I study the underlying mechanics of rotation-based kirigami 

mechanical metamaterials. Specially, the geometrical and structural design of 
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representative cut units, via combined line cut, cut-out, and hierarchy of the structure, are 

explored for achieving extreme stretchability in kirigami metamaterials through 

geometrical modeling, finite element simulations, and experiments.  

          In Chapter 3, I study the mechanical response of hierarchical rotation-based krigmai 

mechanical metamaterial on real materials. It shows that the mechanical behavior of such 

metamaterial arises from the cuts (geometry) rather than its comprised materials properties. 

I propose a hinge design, which can significantly reduce the stress concentration at cut tips 

and enable high stretchability for such kirigami structure. I also investigate the photonic 

behavior of proposed hierarchical kirigami metamaterial. 

          In Chapter 4, I study the programmability of monotonic and non-monotonic 

structural generation in a parallel cut-based kirigami metamaterial as potential energy 

efficient building skins through both global and local actuation. I show that introducing 

patterned notches into the kirigami structure can break the deformation symmetry, resulting 

in kiri-kirigami structures with  programmable local and global tilting orientation.  

          In Chapter 5, I propose a new pneumatic soft actuator based on bilayer doming. I 

demonstrate the deformation and configuration of proposed doming actuator can be 

determined by varying the radial expansion distribution of the pneumatic layer. Based on 

this, I design and fabricate a few proof-of-concept soft actuators / machines: (1) a soft 

underwater swimmer. (2) a soft adhesion actuator with strong and switchable adhesion 

force. (3) a soft gripper with less energy cost. 

          In Chapter 6, I design and fabricate a novel load-carrying climbing and walking soft 

robot (ACSR), which can operate on a wide range of foreign horizontal and vertical 
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surfaces, including dry, wet, slippery, smooth and semi-smooth ones. I demonstrate that 

ACSR can realize an effective locomotion on horizontal/vertical surfaces and show its 

good load-carrying capability while climbing vertical surfaces. 

          In Chapter 7, I envision the potential future work related to the research in this thesis 

and demonstrate some preliminary results. 
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CHAPTER 2 HIERARCHICAL ROTATION-BASED KRIGAMI 

METAMATERIALS 

Note: This Chapter was partially adapted and modified from the publication below: 

Y. Tang and J. Yin*, “Design of cut unit geometry in hierarchical kirigami-based auxetic 

metamaterials for high stretchability and compressibility”, Extreme Mechanics Letters, 12, 

77-85 (2016) 

2.1 Introduction 

      The concept of hierarchical rotation-based kirigami metamaterials is illustrated through 

paper kirigami in Figure 2.1.  A piece of paper is first folded along two orthogonal creases 

(Figure 2.1a), then followed by cutting along the two folds (Figure 2.1b). After unfolding 

the paper sheet, a level 1 structure is generated with four cut squares (left of Figure 2.1c). 

Stretching the level 1 cut structure leads to the rigid rotation of the 4 square cut units, thus 

leading to the expansion of the structure. By repeating folding and cutting, a higher order 

level of cut structures can be generated, for example, the level 2 structure shown in the 

right of Figure 2.1c, where each square unit in level 1 structure is further cut into four small 

sub-units. The rotation of cut units will potentially lead to extraordinary mechanical 

properties, which will be explored in this chapter. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Illustration of using paper kirigami to generate stretchable hierarchical square 
lattice structures through manual folding and cutting. 
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          Since the extraordinary properties in the cut-based metamaterials are mainly 

determined by the rotation of cut units [44, 127], the order of rotational symmetry in the 

geometry of cut units will play an important role in determining the structural configuration 

governed mechanical behaviors of hierarchical kirigami metamaterials, including the 

extreme stretchability and tunable Poisson’s ratio, which remain to be exploited.  

          In this chapter, I explore the design of a more generalized rectangular cut unit in 

hierarchical metamaterials for achieving the extreme stretchability through rigid rotation 

of cut units (Figure 2.2a-2.2b), where square cut units [44, 127] will become a special case 

in this work. I find that compared to square units, rectangle cut units with aspect ratio 

equals to 2:1 can significantly enhance their extreme stretchability by more than three folds 

depending on the shape anisotropy of rectangles, as well as greatly extend the stretching 

strain range for exhibited auxetic behavior.  

2.2 Stretchable Hierarchical Paper Kirigami Metamaterials: Rectangular vs. Square 

Cut Unit 

          Figure 2.2a shows a level-1 kirigami metamaterial consisting of a thin sheet of copy 

paper with prescribed patterned cuts via a laser cutter, where orthogonal cuts divide a 

rectangle unit cell into 4 connected sub-squares and the aspect ratio of the rectangle m, i.e. 

the ratio of its length a to width b, is set to be 2. A hierarchical structure with self-similarity 

can be constructed by repeating the same cuts in each sub-level of the rectangular units, 

leading to a level 2 (Figure 2.2b) and higher-level hierarchical structure. Similarly, when 

the aspect ratio m is set to be 1, i.e. m=1, the rectangle shape reduces to square, generating 

a hierarchical square-cut unit based kirigami metamaterial (Figure 2.2c-2.2d). 
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Figure 2.2 Evolution of structural reconfiguration in hierarchical paper kirigami 
metamaterials constructed from rectangle (a-b) and square (c-d) cut units with the 
stretching along y-axis. (a) and (c): level 1 structure; (b) and (d): level 2 structure 

 

          As demonstrated in Figure 2.2, stretching the kirigami structures vertically leads to 

the lateral expansion, exhibiting an auxetic behavior with a negative Poisson’s ratio. Upon 

stretching, each cut unit undergoes rigid rotation around its hinges, i.e. uncut marginal parts 

on its corners, to generate expandable structures. In level 1 structure, upon stretching, the 

line cuts evolve into orthogonal rhombus pores with both small (blue) and large sizes (red) 

in rectangular cuts (2nd row of Figure 2.2a) whereas uniform pores in square cuts (2nd row 

of Figure 2.2c). Both structures expand laterally through the rotation of cut units. With 

further stretching, a polarization orientation switch from x to y axis is observed in the 

distribution of rhombus pores for rectangular cuts (4th row of Figure 2.2a) but not in the 
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case of square cuts (3rd row of Figure 2.2c). Here the orientation is defined as the direction 

along the long diagonal of a large rhombus. A more complex evolution of pore shapes and 

sizes with stretching strain is observed in level 2 structures (Figure 2.2b and 2.2d). 

          Meanwhile, hierarchical cuts can make a non-stretchable and non-shearable paper 

sheet become highly stretchable through rigid rotation of cut units. The last row in each 

column of Figure 2.2 shows the stretched structural configuration right before failure, i.e. 

the rupture of hinges. The failure strain is summarized in Figure 2.3 for both square and 

rectangle cut units based hierarchical metamaterials. It can be seen that either increasing 

the hierarchical level of cut structures or increasing the aspect ratio of cut units leads to an 

enhanced maximum stretchability. However, compared to increase the hierarchical level, 

increasing the aspect ratio m of cut units can dramatically enhance the maximum 

stretchability. When m increases from 1 to 2, I observe an over three folds increase in the 

maximum stretchability in level 1 structure from about 40% in square units to about 124% 

in rectangle units. Similar, two-folds increase is found in the level 2 structures, showing 

the dramatic influence of cut unit geometries on the maximum stretchability of kirigami 

metamaterials. 
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Figure 2.3 Experimental maximum stretching strain of level 1 and level 2 paper kirigami 
metamaterials constructed from square and rectangle cut units. 

 

2.3 Geometrical Modeling of Stretchable Hierarchical Kirigami Metamaterials 

          To better understand the mechanical behavior of hierarchical paper kirigami 

metamaterials, I develop a geometrical model to predict both the auxetic behavior and the 

maximum stretchability observed in the experiments. In the geometrical modeling, each 

cut unit/subunit is assumed to be a rigid body and connected through hinges. The cut unit 

is assumed to rotate freely around its hinges with vanishing spring stiffness without 

considering the bending and stretching deformation in real materials and possible materials 

failure.  

2.3.1 Level 1 Cut Structure 

          For level 1 structure (Figure 2.4a), it has one degree of freedom and can be well 

defined by the opening angle (θ) in Figure 2.4b. The nominal strains of level-1 structure 

along the x- ( ) and y-axis ( ) can be given by: 
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                                                                                       (2-2) 

The Poisson’s ratio  can be readily given by 

                                                     (2-3) 

          From Eq. (2-3), it can be seen that when m=1, i.e. square cut units,  is constant 

with = 1, which is independent of the stretching strain. However, for m  1,  

varies with the opening angle θ, i.e. the applied stretching strain, demonstrating the large 

influence of the cut geometry on the auxetic behavior.  

 

Figure 2.4 (a-c) Schematic illustration of polarization switch from x-polarized (b) to y-
polarized (c) in level 1 rectangle cut-unit based metamaterials with the increase of 
stretching along y-axis. (d-e) Schematic illustration of simultaneous polarization in both x 
and y-axis in level 1 rectangle cut-unit based metamaterials with the increase of stretching 
along y-axis, showing the absence of polarization switch with a locked structural 
configuration in both directions (e).  
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          The observed polarization switch from x-axis to y-axis in the rectangle cut unit 

(Figure 2.2a) implies that there must exist a maximum lateral strain during the transition, 

which can be obtained mathematically by finding the maximum value of nominal strain 

along the x-axis  in Eq. (2-1).  gives the opening angle  at which 

the maximum lateral strain  occurs, i.e. 

                                                                                                    (2-4) 

                                                                                                        (2-5) 

        Geometrically, the opening angle in Eq. (2-4) corresponds to a special geometrical 
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in alignment with the x-axis. Physically, such a structural configuration is in a locked 

deformation state, which cannot be further stretched horizontally due to its infinite stiffness 

along the x-axis, thus, Eq. (2-5) represents the maximum stretchable strain through rigid 

rotation of cut units along the x-axis for the cut-structure. I refer this state as being x-

polarized, which defines a critical transition state of zero Poisson’s ratio in terms of Eq. (2-

3) with , where the Poisson’s ratio transits from an initial negative value to 

a positive value with the increase of applied stretching strain. 

          Since the uni-axial stretching strain is applied along the y-axis, the structural 

configuration in Figure 2.4b can be further stretched vertically until the diagonals of 

rectangles become in alignment with the stretching direction, y-axis (Figure 2.4c), where 

the structure will become locked along the y-axis, achieving its maximum stretchable strain 
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 along the y-axis. The corresponding maximum opening angle  can be found 

either geometrically from the simple geometry of aligned diagonals as shown in Figure 

2.4c or mathematically from , which gives 

                                                                                       (2-6) 

                                                                                                        (2-7) 

Similarly, I refer the locked state at a strain of  as a y-polarized state, which also 

defines a critical state with an infinite Poisson’s ratio in terms of Eq. (2-3) with 

. 

          From Eq. (2-4)-(2-7), it can be seen that in the special case of m=1, when θ=90o, the 

deformed structural configuration of square cut structures (Figure 2.4d) will become locked 

along both directions of x- and y-axis simultaneously, where both diagonals happen to align 

with x and y-axis (Figure 2.4e), respectively. Thus, the cut units cannot rotate any more 

and the structural configuration in Figure 2.4e cannot be stretched through rigid rotation of 

cut units in both directions, which is consistent with the experiment as shown in the third 

row of Figure 1c with θ=90o. The simultaneous deformation locking in both directions also 

explains the absence of the polarization switch observed in the case of level 1 square cut 

structure.   
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2.3.2 Level 2 Cut Structure 

 

Figure 2.5 Schematic illustration of a y-polarized and locked structural configuration along 
y-axis in level 2 rectangle cut-unit based metamaterials at the maximum stretchable strain 
along y-axis. 

 

          For a level 2 cut structure (Figure 2.5a), the number of degree of freedom becomes 

2 and the geometry of the expanded structure can be well defined by the opening angle θ1 

in the level-1 unit, as well as the opening angle θ2 in the virtual level-2 unit enclosed by 

red dashed lines as shown in Figure 2.5b. The size of the virtual rectangular level-2 unit 

depends on the rotation of level-1 cut units and thus will vary with θ1. It should be noted 

that geometrically θ1 and θ2 are independent from each other. The nominal strains of a level 

2 cut structure along x-axis ( ) and y-axis ( ) can be given by 

                                                                                       (2-8) 

                                                                                       (2-9) 

where  and  are defined in Figure 2.5b 
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                                                                                                  (2-10) 

          Similar to the level 1 structure, when the structure becomes y-polarized upon 

increasing the stretching strain along the y-axis, i.e. geometrically, the diagonal in the 

virtual level-2 unit (enclosed by red dashed lines) is aligned with the y-axis (Figure 2.5b), 

the structure arrives at a possible locked state along the y-axis. In this case, the nominal 

strain can be given by 

                                                                                         (2-11) 

The maximum value of Eq. (2-11) will correspond to the maximum stretchability 

along the y-axis, i.e. the locked state. gives the locked angle 

 , and thus 
 
is given by 

                                                                                                    (2-12) 

          As seen from Eq. (2-7) and Eq. (2-12), the maximum geometrically allowable 

stretchability in hierarchical cut-based metamaterials is only dependent on the aspect ratio 

of the rectangle cut units m, demonstrating the key role of the cut geometry in determining 

the stretchability.      
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2.4  Stretchable Hierarchical Kirigami Metamaterials: Experimental Examination 

and Numerical Simulation 

2.4.1 Maximum Stretchability: Non-stretchable Paper Materials 

          The geometrical modeling in Section 2.3 is first examined by comparing the 

measurements from paper-kirigami metamaterials in Figure 2.2. The geometrical model 

(Eq. (2-7) and Eq. (2-12)) shows an excellent agreement with the experiments in predicting 

the maximum geometrically allowable stretchability, which validates the model. For level 

1 structure, the theoretical maximum stretchable strain along the y-axis is predicted to be 

41.4% for square cut units (m=1) and 123.6% for rectangle cut units (m=2) from Eq. (2-7), 

which agree well with the corresponding measured maximum stretchable strain of 40%  

1% for m=1 and 124%  2% for m=2 in paper kirigami metamaterials (Figure 2.4). 

Similarly, for level 2 structure, the maximum stretchable strain predicted from Eq. (2-12) 

is 61.8% for m=1 and 156.2% for m=2, which also show an excellent agreement with the 

measured value of 59%  2% for m=1 and 153%  3% for m=2. 

2.4.2 Maximum Stretchability: Highly Stretchable Elastomer Materials 

          Despite the demonstrated excellent agreement of the rigid rotating model with paper 

kirigami structures, the discrepancy may originate when considering the emergent 

mechanical behavior contributed by the constituent material itself. I further examine the 

application of geometrical model to predict the mechanical behavior of hierarchical 

kirigami metamaterials consisting of hyperelastic materials through combined experiments 

and finite element method (FEM) simulation. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is chosen as 

base materials since it can withstand high-strain elastic deformation over 100%. The FEM 

simulation will be employed to provide important insights in understanding the 

±

±

± ±
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polarization and deformation locking mechanism, as well as the critical deformation state 

close to hinge failure. In the FEM simulations, I will use the 3rd order Ogden model with 

inputs from measurements to model the hyperelastic behavior of PDMS.  

 

Figure 2.6 Structural reconfiguration in hierarchical PDMS kirigami metamaterials 
constructed from rectangle and square cut units upon stretching along y-axis. 

 

          After introducing prescribed rectangular and square cuts to a 2mm-thick thin sheet 

of PDMS through laser cutters, hierarchical PDMS metamterials can be generated. The 

sheet is uniaxially stretched using an Instron tensile test machine until the structure begins 

to rupture. Figure 2.6 shows the representative structural configurations of level 1 and level 

2 structures in the form of square (m=1) and rectangle (m=2) cut units at different applied 

stretching strains, which are well reproduced by the corresponding FEM simulations shown 

in Figure 2.7a and 2.7b. The evolution of structural reconfigurations (Figure 2.6 and Figure 

2.7a-2.7b) is similar to that in paper kirigami metamaterials (Figure 2.2) since all the cut 

structures are reconfigured through the same mechanism of cut unit rotation.  
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Figure 2.7 FEM simulation results on structural reconfiguration and polarization in 
hierarchical PDMS kirigami metamaterials with rectangle cut units upon stretching along 
y-axis, where all figures show a simulated principal strain contour distribution. (a) Level 1 
structure; (b) Level 2 structure; (c) Level 3 structure. 

 

          The locked deformation at the polarization state observed in hierarchical PDMS 

kirigami metamaterials is well captured by the FEM simulation in Figure 2.7. Figure 2.7a 

shows the same polarization switch from x-polarized (Figure 2.7a (ii)) to y-polarized 

(Figure 2.7a (iii)) configuration as Figure 2.2a in the level 1 structure with rectangle cuts. 

Simulations show that when the structure is polarized along the y-axis, i.e. the diagonals of 

cut units (highlighted in red dashed line) are in alignment with the stretching direction of 

y-axis, the cut units will be ceased to rotate and thus the deformed structural configuration 

will be locked (Figure 2.7a (iii)), as evidenced by the observed same structural 
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configuration and the always upright diagonals upon further stretching (Figure 2.7a (iv)), 

where only the connecting hinges are being stretched and become elongated without the 

rotation of cut units to reconfigure the shape. Similar alignment of diagonals in cut units 

with the y-axis and locked structural configuration are observed in higher level of structures 

(e.g. level 2 in Figure 2.7b (iii-iv) and level 3 in Figure 2.7c (iii-iv)). The y-polarized and 

locked state defines the maximum stretchable strain through cut unit rotation, which is 

observed to increase dramatically from 126% in level 1 to 196% in level 3 from the FEM 

simulation, demonstrating the benefit of hierarchical cut structures in enhancing the 

extreme stretchability.      

          Figure 2.8 shows the comparison of the maximum stretchable strain between the 

theory, experimental testing of both paper and PDMS materials, and FEM simulations of 

PDMS materials for level 1 and level 2 metamaterials with m=1 and 2 in the cut units. It 

shows that the measured maximum stretchable strain in PDMS metamaterials is slightly 

lower than that predicted from the corresponding rigid rotation models for hierarchical 

square cut unit based metamaterials, whereas much lower (over 20%) for structures with 

rectangular cuts, especially for level 2 structures. It means that the structure undergoes 

failure earlier before reaching the theoretical maximum stretchable strain, which is 

reasonable since the severe stress concentration in the hinges (Figure 2.7) will cause the 

hinges to rupture [44]. Despite the observed discrepancy from the experimental 

measurements, the maximum stretchable strain obtained from FEM simulations of PDMS 

kirigami metamaterials shows an excellent agreement with the rigid rotation theory (Figure 

2.8), which validates the idealized geometrical model in Section 2.3.  
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of the maximum stretching strain between theory, simulation, 
experiments (both paper and PDMS as the base materials) in the hierarchical kirigami 
metamaterials constructed from rectangle (m=2) and square cut units (m=1). 

 

2.4.3 Auxetic Behavior: Rectangle vs. Square Cut Units    

          In addition to the large stretchability enabled by cuts, another important and 

interesting feature is the auxetic behavior of cut-based metamaterials. In this section, I will 

examine how the shape of cut units and the constituent material properties influence the 

auxetic behavior of cut-based hierarchical metamaterials. 
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Figure 2.9 Comparison of Poisson’s ratio – strain curves between experiments, FEM 
simulations, and geometrical modeling for hierarchical PDMS kirigami metamaterials 
consisting of rectangle (a, c) and square (b, d) cut units upon uniaxial stretching at different 
hierarchical levels.  

 

          Figure 2.9 shows the comparison of Poisson’s ratio as a function of nominal strain 

between the theory, experiment, and FEM simulation for hierarchical PDMS kirigami 

metamaterials constructed from rectangle (m=2) and square (m=1) cut units. For level 1 

structure with m=2, as the nominal strain increases from 0 to 120%, the Poisson’s ratio 

predicted from Eq. (3) increases monotonically from 0.5 to 2 (Figure 2.9a). The 

polarization switch from x-polarized to y-polarized state accounts for the switch from a 

negative to a positive Poisson’s ratio. Specially, a zero Poisson’s ratio is found at a strain 

of about 76%, indicating that the structure becomes x-polarized. Both experiment and FEM 
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simulations show an excellent agreement with the rigid rotation based geometrical model, 

implying a negligible effect of constituent material properties on the Poisson’s ratio in this 

case. However, a large discrepancy between the theory and experiment is observed for 

level 1 structure with m=1 (Figure 2.9b), especially when the applied strain is beyond 27%, 

where the Poisson’s ratio from both experiments and FEM simulations starts to rise steeply 

and deviates from the theoretical prediction of a constant Poisson’s ratio of 1. The reason 

is that the PDMS materials in the hinge areas undergo severe stretching when the applied 

strain is approaching to the lock strain. 

          For kirigami metamaterials with a higher hierarchical level, both experiments and 

FEM simulations show that the Poisson’s ratio follows the similar trend as level 1 for both 

square and rectangle cut units (Figure 2.9c and 2.9d), where the Poisson’s ratio increases 

steeply when the applied nominal strain is approaching the lock strain since the Poisson’s 

ratio will become infinite at the lock strain as discussed in Section 2.3. For example, as 

seen in both level 2 cut structures with m=1 and m=2, their Poisson’s ratio-strain curves 

rise steeply when the applied strain is approaching to their respective lock strain of 61% 

(m=1) and 156% (m=2). Since the lock strain increases with the hierarchical level, the 

similar steep rise of Poisson’s ratio-strain curves in higher hierarchical metamaterials will 

be expected to occur at a relatively larger applied strain (Figure 2.9c and 2.9d), for example, 

a lock strain of 80% (m=1) and 196% (m=2) in the level 3 cut structure. 

2.5 Experimental methods 

2.5.1 Sample Fabrication 

          The soft material for the hierarchical structure was prepared from SYLGARD® 184 

SILICONE ELASTOMER KIT. The PDMS samples were made from monomer and 
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hardner, which were combined with a weight ratio of 10:1. All samples were fabricated as 

thin sheets with thickness of 1.96mm. By using Laser Cutter (EPILOG LASER 40 Watts), 

a 3 × 3 multi-level square rotation structure was obtained. The width of the cracks left by 

laser cutting was measured to be 0.188 mm (mean value).  

2.5.2 Finite Element Simulation 

          ABAQUS/ standard was used to analyze the mechanical behavior of the hierarchical 

metamaterial with different levels. Plane stress was assumed throughout the simulation. 

Since the hierarchical structure was a repeating periodic structure, RVE was used and 

Periodic Boundary condition was applied.  Ogden hyperelastic model (3rd order) was used 

to characterize the strain energy potential of PDMS.  

2.5.3 Uniaxial Tensile Test and Poison’s Ratio Measurements  

          Uniaxial tensile test is performed using Instron 5944, with a 2kN load cell. The 

extension rate is 10 mm/min. The Poisson’s Ratio characterization was also based on DIC 

test. Since there were boundary effects at the sides of the repeating unit structure, i only 

focused on the deformation of the central part. The width and height of the center unit was 

tracked during the uniaxial tensile, then the horizontal displacement (𝑢 ) and vertical 

displacement (𝑢 ) could be obtained. Four sets of widths and heights were measured to 

reduce the error. With the local average displacements, Poisson’ Ratio could be calculated 

from 𝜈 = − , where 𝑢 = 𝑤 − 𝑤  and 𝑢 = ℎ − ℎ . 𝑤  and ℎ   represents the width 

and height of the center unit before deformation, 𝑤 and ℎ represents the width and height 

after deformation. 
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2.6 Conclusions 

           In summary, through combined experiments, geometrical modeling, and FEM 

simulations, I explored the design principles for achieving extreme stretchability in auxetic 

kirigami metamaterials via the combination of line cuts and hierarchical structures: the line 

cuts enable the stretchability via rigid rotation of cut units and the hierarchical structural 

design enables the realization of extreme stretchability. To demonstrate the design 

principles, I investigated the different geometries of representative cut units in a 

hierarchical structure, including solid rectangles with the square shape as a special case for 

demonstration of largely enhanced extreme stretchability via cut shapes. The design 

principle revealed in this work can be applied to a wide range of hierarchical kirigami-

based metamaterials with units in other geometrical shapes, including triangles, the more 

generalized parallelograms, and their combinations in the design of both solid and porous 

cut units with different pore shapes.  
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CHAPTER 3 DESIGN OF CUT HINGES FOR HIGHLY STRETCHABLE AND 

RECONFIGURABLE ROTATION-BASED KIRIGAMI METAMATERIALS 

WITH ENHANCED STRENGTH 

Note: This Chapter was partially adapted and modified from the publication below: 

Y. Tang, G. Lin, L. Han, S. Qiu, S. Yang* and J. Yin*, “Design of hierarchically cut hinges 

for highly stretchable and reconfigurable metamaterials with enhanced strength”, 

Advanced Materials, 27, 7181-7190 (2015) 

3.1 Introduction 

          Reconfigurable metamaterials[1] that can switch the structures in response to 

external stimuli, including electric[128] and magnetic field[129], light[130], heat[131], and 

mechanical force[28], and thus dynamically change their physical properties, have 

attracted tremendous interests recently[5, 74, 132], owing to a wide range of potential 

applications, including acoustic cloaking[133], acoustic lens[134] and wave absorber[135], 

ultralight and ultra-stiff metamaterials[79], and topological protection in mechanical 

metamaterials[136]. Among them, the continuous structural reconfiguration induced by 

simple yet controllable mechanical deformation in local structure elements is of particular 

interest[132, 137, 138]. For example, by harnessing buckling instabilities in two-

dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) metamaterials composed of periodic 

porous or composite structures[28, 29, 31, 78], researchers have demonstrated buckling 

driven pattern transformations under mechanical compression and corresponding tunable 

acoustic properties[29, 32]. Meanwhile, there have been increasing interests in design of 

stretchable mechanical metamaterials based on the concept of folding-based origami[7, 35] 

and pure-cutting-based kirigami[127].  
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Recently, Cho et al.,[127] illustrate the concept of generating continuous pattern 

transformations in a thin sheet of material by introducing designed fractal cut patterns with 

different motifs through rigid unit rotation. Simulations show that upon an equal-biaxial 

stretching strain of ~ 1.8, the cut sheet could undergo extreme expandability, over 800% 

aerial coverage of the original area at level-6 cut. Gatt et al.,[10] propose a similar concept 

of designing a new class of hierarchical auxetic metamaterials based on the rotating rigid 

square units connected with hinges at vertices of squares and demonstrate the auxetic 

behavior of a simple two-level idealized system through simulation. The expected superior 

mechanical properties (e.g. extreme expandability, conformability) lie in the assumption 

that stretching occurs only by unit rotation without deformation of individual units in the 

hierarchical structures. The concept of hierarchically cut structures open a new paradigm 

of generating highly stretchable/compressible and tunable metamaterials, which have great 

promise for wide range of applications from flexible and stretchable electronics and 

photonics[13, 24], to conformable electronic skin (e-skin)[139], to skin grafts, bio-

scaffolds, and biomedical devices[140].    

            Because these concepts are rather new and the initial recent publications mainly 

focus on structural design via cutting, the emergent mechanical behavior contributed by 

constituent material itself is yet to be examined for a wide range of materials. The 

discrepancy between concept and practice originates when hierarchically cut structures are 

modeled as a series of rigid square units connected by freely rotating hinges [10, 45, 127, 

141]. Although spring hinges appear to a reasonable simplification for the expandable and 

shape-shifting behavior, the fact that real materials in the uncut marginals, i. e., hinges, 

where the stress concentrates, can bend and stretch, and even fail. However, this issue has 
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not been brought up in the prior publication[10] or deliberately avoided by the authors by 

using elastomeric materials that resist tear. [127] Therefore, a physical understanding of 

the hierarchically cut structures’ mechanical responses, including deformation mechanism 

and strength, is essential but remains elusive. In particular, some key questions remain to 

be investigated and answered. For example, upon uni-axial stretching, at which level of 

hierarchical cuts and which level of applied strain does the first hinge break? Can the 

hierarchical cut concept apply to any type of thin sheet of elastic materials even brittle 

materials to achieve superior properties such as shape shifting and extreme expandability? 

How does the localized bending or stretching deformation in the hinges globally influence 

the strength and robustness of the entire hierarchically cut structure? How do the 

constituent material properties and hierarchically cut structures contribute to the overall 

mechanical response? Meanwhile, it will be highly desirable to control the localized 

deformation in hinges with enhanced mechanical tensile strength from any type of 

materials (even brittle materials with ultra-low tensile strength) while achieving extreme 

stretchability and expandability of the metamaterials.  

            Here, I investigate the comprehensive mechanical behaviors of hierarchically cut 

structures as a model structural system by taking into account of real constituent material 

properties. The mechanical response under uni-axial stretching is studied by experiments 

in comparison with finite element method (FEM) based numerical simulation. I 

demonstrate that the hierarchical cut concept can be used to design of ultra-soft materials 

with tailorable and nonlinear mechanical properties. The uni-axial stress-strain behavior of 

hierarchical metamaterials exhibits highly nonlinear and strain hardening material 

characteristics, which we show is the result from the deformation transition from bending-
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dominated to stretching-dominated deformation in the hierarchical structure itself rather 

than its constituent material properties. After introduction of hierarchical cuts at level 3, 

the stiffness of original continuous materials decrease by over one order of magnitude and 

thus the materials become extremely soft. However, severe stress concentration is found in 

the local region of hinges, especially at the level-1, contributing to the ultimate structural 

failure. Through rational design of the local cut shape and global hierarchical hinge 

structures, I show enhanced extreme expandability and high tensile strength in both 

hyperelastic and brittle materials.  
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Figure 3.1 Mechanical behaviors of thin sheet of superelastic materials (PDMS) and brittle 
materials (acrylics) with prescribed hierarchical cuts under uni-axial stretching. (a) 
Schematic illustration of hierarchical line cuts (marked by white lines) in a representative 
square unit from level 1 to level 3. The cut square subunits are connected by uncut marginal 
at their corners, forming hinges. Upon uni-axial stretching, the sub-squares undergo 
rotations around the marginal/hinge to expand bi-axially, forming a periodic array of 
porous structures. (b-c) Measured nominal stress-strain curves of the discrete structures 
until the hinge breaks in PDMS (b) and Acylics (c), the corresponding FEM simulation 
results are represented by dashed lines. (d-e) Optical images of hierarchically cut PDMS 
(d) and Acylics (e) samples before deformation and after rupture. 
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            As seen in Figure 3.1a, by introducing three orthogonal line cuts in a thin square 

sheet (hierarchical level of 0, i.e. LVL 0), the latter is discretized into four square units 

connected through four hinges at the corners with the same marginal width, i.e. the same 

hinge width, generating an expandable structure with a hierarchical level of 1 (LVL 1, 

Figure 3.1a) upon stretching. Hierarchical structures with self-similarity can be constructed 

by repeating the same orthogonal line cuts in each sub-level of the square units, leading to 

LVL 2 (Figure 3.1b) and LVL 3 (Figure 3.1c) and higher-level structures. Here, all the 

hinges are designed to have the same width throughout the hierarchical structures.    

3.2 PDMS Square-Unit Kirigami 

  A ~2 mm-thick thin sheet made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer with 

prescribed hierarchical cuts (up to Level 3) through a laser cutter is first studied as a model 

system, which is uni-axially stretched using an Instron tensile test machine until the 

structure begins to rupture, that is the hinges begin to tear since they are the thinnest part 

of the sheet. To quantitatively understand the mechanical response of the hierarchical 

structures and the origin of the mechanical failure at the hinges, I carry out FEM 

simulations with measured hyperelastic material properties of PDMS in comparison to 

experiments. Upon uni-axial stretching, the expansion of the (sub)units via square unit 

rotation result in continuous pattern transformations and an auxetic behavior, i.e. negative 

Poisson’s ratio, which is similar to that of periodic porous structures under 

compression[34]. The simulated structure reconfiguration with the stretching strain shows 

excellent agreement with experiments at all levels. 

            The measured stress-strain curves of the hierarchically cut PDMS sheet (Figure 

3.1b) at different cut levels all show a tailorable highly nonlinear and strain hardening 
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behavior. At a relatively small applied strain, the bending-dominated deformation mode 

via “free” rotation of square units in the hinges leads to a linear elastic response and yield 

an ultralow stiffness with a shallow slope. I note that similar rotation-dominated linear 

response is found within a small strain range in the stress-strain curve of compressing 2-D 

porous sheets with a square array of holes[34]. As the stretching strain further increases, 

the hinges rotate and tend to align to the direction of applied strain. The bending-dominated 

deformation transits to a stretching-dominated one in the hinges for a larger strain, leading 

to an increased high stiffness and the steep increase of the stress-strain curve, in sharp 

contrast to the plateau stress-strain behavior due to buckling when compressing the 2-D 

porous sheets beyond the critical buckling strain[34]. These two deformation modes are 

commonly found in the deformation of the struts units of cellular solids[142] for design of 

light-weight and high strength materials. Similar “J-shaped” stress-strain response is found 

in a recent study on bio-inspired design of soft network composite materials to mimic the 

non-linear properties of biological tissues such as human skin [140]. Compared to the 

composite design, however, the hierarchical cut design has more advantages due to its 

much simpler cut-based fabrication strategy and the employment of only a single material 

for its potential applications in tissue engineering and biomedical devices. Numerical 

simulations on the stress-strain curves of the hierarchical structures show an excellent 

agreement with experiments at all levels in the range of medium strain < 50%. Beyond that, 

the simulated stress-strain curves start to deviate and overestimate the stiffness for Level 2 

and Level 3 structures. The deviation at the large strain could be in part attributed to the 

geometrical imperfections of cut shapes, where slight non-uniformity in hinge widths could 
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affect the stress-strain curve especially at the large strain due to the dominated hinge width 

stretching mechanism. 

             With further macroscopic stretching, a few hinges at level 1 start to break apart, 

followed by more breakage at the hinge area, and eventually the whole structure ruptures 

(Figure 3.1d). As the hierarchical level increases, stretchability and expandability are 

enhanced exponentially, which is demonstrated by the increased fracture tensile strain ɛf 

(defined at which the first hinge breaks) from ɛf1 = 40% for Level 1 structure to ɛf3 = 72% 

for Level 3.  

          The highly nonlinear and strain hardening behavior of the soft PDMS metamaterials 

with hierarchical cuts shown in Figure 3.1b is similar to that of hyperelastic materials, 

which can be well characterized using a 3rd order Ogden hyperelastic model represented 

by dashed lines in Figure 3.2a. Hyperelastic materials are described in terms of a strain 

energy potential U. For Ogden model, the general strain energy potential UOgden is given 

by[143] 
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and D are material constants fitted in the stress-strain curve, e.g. D is the inverse of bulk 
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=2/D for small strains. By taking N=3, i.e. the 3rd order and fitting the Ogden potential to 

the uni-axial stress-strain curve over the whole strain range, the obtained material 

parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1: Summary of fitted material parameters for structures from level 1 to level 3. 
 

Parameters Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

(μ1, μ2, μ3): 
KPa 

(-454.7, 372.3, 
792.9 ) 

(-53.74, 49.04, 
6.14 ) 

(-44.36, 44.40, 
2.52) 

(28.12, 2.21, -
29.92) 

(α1, α 2, α 3) (2.99, 5.79, -
1.06) 

(24.8, 25, 21.4) (16.4, 16.4, 
0.43) 

(-7.6, 8.9, -10 ) 

3

0
1

: KPai
i

 
=

=   

710.5 

 

1.44 

 

2.56 

 

0.41 

 

          The initial Young’s modulus decreases from 1E = 4.3 kPa (LVL 1) to 3E = 1.3 kPa 

(LVL 3), the value of which at level 3 is close to that of human skin (~ 2kPa). Compared 

to that of continuous PDMS thin sheet without cuts ( 0E = 2.1 MPa), the initial Young’s 

modulus in the cut structures drops approximately by 500 and 1600 times for level 1 and 

level 3, respectively. It can be envisioned that the Young’s modulus will continue to drop 

significantly with the increasing level of cuts in the structure, leading to extremely 

compliant structures. The information of over one order stiffness decrease after cuts could 

provide important implication for design of ultra-soft materials to mimic human skin as 

well as conformable extremely soft substrate for bio-integrated electronics[140]. 

Furthermore, I perform cyclic loading/unloading tests of the hierarchical structures, which 

show an elastic and reversible mechanical response without any hysteresis, further 

supporting the reversible reconfigurability of the metamaterials.       
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Figure 3.2 (a) Experimentally measured stress-strain curves of hierarchically cut PDMS 
structures using 3rd order Ogden hyperelastic model fitting. (b) Simulated nominal stress-
strain curves of the same hierarchical structures consisting of two different constituent 
materials: one is hyperelastic and the other is linear elastic with the same initial Young’s 
modulus.  

                    

          I believe that the highly nonlinear and hyperelastic stress-strain behavior observed 

in the hierarchical discrete structures is mainly originated from the cut structures rather 

than the constituent hyperelastic material itself. Supporting this, Figure 3.2b shows nearly 

identical nonlinear stress-strain curves observed in the same structure made from two 

distinct material systems: one is linear elastic with Young’s modulus of 2 MPa and 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.49; and the other is highly nonlinear superelastic with initial Young’s 

modulus of 2 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.49. Similarly, the nonlinear stress-strain curves 

from linear elastic constituent materials can also be well characterized with Ogden models.  

Therefore, I refer the hierarchically cut structures as soft metamaterials.  
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3.3 Acrylics Square-Unit Kirigami 

          In principal, as proposed in Ref. [127], the method of hierarchical cuts could be 

applied to a thin sheet made from any type of materials, including both hyperelastic 

materials (e.g. PDMS) and brittle materials to achieve large flexibility and expandability. 

However, when brittle material such as acrylics is used with the same hierarchical cuts, the 

concept fails. Figure 3.1c shows that the hinges break in the level-1 cuts at a very small 

strain for all levels (ɛf1 = 1.5% for Level 1 and ɛf3 = 3.5% for Level 3), far less than that of 

its original continuous thin sheet without cuts (fracture strain is ɛf0 = 7.1%). Only the pores 

at the first level are slightly opened but no observation of unit rotation induced pattern 

transformation (Figure 3.1e), leading to a linear stress-strain response (Figure 3.1c). It 

should be noted that the maximum stretching strain at onset of fracture in acrylics is far 

below the maximum geometrically permissible stretching strain ɛmax in the idealized model, 

consisting of rigid rotating units in hierarchically cut structures (ɛmax = 43% for Level 1 

and ɛmax = 79% for Level 3 structure) according to Ref. [127], where the model does not 

consider real materials properties. This discrepancy clearly demonstrates that to apply the 

cut concept and realize the full potentials of hierarchical cutting mechanical metamaterials, 

it is critical to investigate the influence of materials properties. In turn, it will feedback new 

design strategies as I will present in the following discussion.   
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3.4 Design of Hinges Shape to Increase Stretchability 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Design of local hinge shapes to improve the strength and stretchability of 
hierarchical cut structures. (a) Simulated maximum principal stress contours of 
hierarchically cut PDMS samples show severe stress concentration in all the hinge area, 
leading to hinge rupture. (b) Maximum principal stress as a function of applied nominal 
strain for cut PDMS structures from level 1 to level 4. The dashed line represents the 
ultimate tensile strength in PDMS materials. (c-d) Numerical simulation and DIC 
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measurement of the distribution of the principal strain in the PDMS thin sheets of regular 
laser cutter attributed U-shaped notch (c) and modified dog-bone-like (d) hinge shapes at 
a stretching strain of 18 % (left) and 34 % (right), respectively. Level 1 units with different 
hinges obtained from a laser cutter are shown in schematics. (e) Comparison of normalized 
maximum principal stress by initial Young’s modulus in level 1 PDMS structure with 
different sizes of U-shaped and dog-bone-like hinges. (f) Left: optical images of level 1 
brittle acrylics sheet with modified dog-bone-like hinges before and after uni-axial 
stretching. Right: Structures with dog-bone-like hinges show a superior stretchability and 
fracture strength than those with regular hinge shapes beyond 9% strain. 

 

          To better understand the observed rupture in hierarchically cut PDMS and acrylic 

structures, quantitative information about the stress distribution in the structure is revealed 

through both FEM simulations with measured material properties and strain measurements 

through digital image correlation (DIC). Figure 3.3a shows the corresponding simulated 

principal stress contours of hierarchically cut PDMS structures at the same stretching strain 

of ɛ = 40%. Severe stress concentration is observed at all hinge areas (highlighted with red 

color), and the highest stress concentration occurs in the hinges of level 1 cut for all the 

structures, resulting in the first rupture of level 1 hinges observed in experiments. As the 

hierarchical level increases, under the same applied strain, the maximum principal stress 

in the hierarchical structure drops significantly (Figure 3.3b), leading to an enhanced 

fracture strain as observed in experiments (Figure 3.1b) given the same ultimate principal 

tensile stress for failure (represented by the dashed line in Figure 3.3b). Figure 3.3c shows 

that the maximum principal stress/strain is located in the inner circular arch of laser-cutter 

attributed U-shaped notch as illustrated in Figure 3.3c, which is validated by the visualized 

strain contour using DIC measurements.  

            To enhance the mechanical strength of hierarchical square-unit kirigami 

metamaterials, thus the expandability of the 2-D sheet, especially for those not so 
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stretchable constituent materials, the key is to reduce the highest stress concentration 

located in the first level hinges. To do so, I can employ two general strategies, that is 1) 

rational design of the local shape of the first level hinges, and 2) design of the overall 

structure to allocate the loading at the four first-level hinges to more hinges at a higher 

level. 

            As one of the examples in design of the local shape of a cut, a modified dog-bone-

like hinge demonstrates superior performance by largely reducing the stress concentration 

within the hinges in comparison to the regular U-shaped notch as demonstrated in Figure 

3.3d-3.3f. At the same applied strain of 18%, FEM simulation shows that the maximum 

principal strain from the dog-bone-like hinge can be effectively reduced by approximately 

half vs. that from the regular U-shaped hinge (Figure 3.3d), which holds true at further 

stretching. The DIC measurements on the contours of principal strains are consistent with 

the simulation. The stress concentration is largely reduced by increasing the load bearing 

area, as well as migrating the maximum stress from the notch apex to the two neighboring 

semi-circles. Figure 3.3e shows the comparison of the normalized maximum stress max_ s  

between different hinge shapes at the same stretching strain of 25% through simulation. By 

comparing the first three columns for a U-shaped notch with radius of r and hinge width d  

(the top row of Figure 3.3c), it is clear that increasing the ratio of r/d reduces the stress 

concentration, where enlarging r increases the area of the hinge to distribute the load more 

evenly and decreasing d reduces the maximum stress under of bending moment of M. 

Figure 3.3e further shows that the hinge shape could have a significant influence on max_ s , 

where the maximum principal stress in the U-shaped hinge with (r/a = 0.005 and d/a = 

0.05) could be reduced more than 15 times using a dog-bone-like hinge (r’/a = 0.05, d’/a = 
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0.05). As proof-of-concept, I fabricate a plate with dog-bone-like cuts from brittle acrylics. 

As seen in Figure 3.3f, the fracture strain increases significantly, from 1.8% to 9% in Level 

1 structure (Figure 3.3f). The enhanced fracture strain (ɛf1 = 9%) is even larger than its 

original continuous counterpart without cuts (ɛf0 = 7.1%). It should be noted that the dog-

bone hinge shape could be further optimized to maximize the stress concentration reduction, 

and thus further enhance the fracture strain in the brittle materials, such as acrylics, which 

will be studied in the future.   

3.5 Flexible Hinges to Increase Stretchability 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Design of global hierarchical hinge structures to enhance the strength and 
stretchability of hierarchical cut PDMS structures by more evenly distributing loading 
among all levels of bear-loading hinges. (a) Schematic illustration of the structural designs 
with constant and flexible hinge width across all hierarchical levels in a representative unit 
cell. For constant hinges: d1=d2=d3=…dn; flexible hinges: their width decreases linearly 
with the increase of hierarchical levels, i.e. d1/a1=d2/a2=d3/a3=…dn/an. (b-c) Comparison of 
simulated principal stress contours in the same level 4 structures with constant (b) and 
flexible (c) hinge distributions at a stretching strain of 70%, where they have the same 
hinge width at level 1. (d) Comparison of maximum principle stress in hierarchical 
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structures with respective constant and flexible hinges as a function of nominal strain. (e) 
Comparison of stress-strain curves in hierarchical structures with respective constant and 
flexible hinges. 

 

            In addition to the design of local hinge shape, the maximum principal stress, σmax_p, 

in the hierarchical cut structure can also be reduced by 1) increasing the level of the 

hierarchical cuts as demonstrated in Figure 3.3b, and 2) modifying the cuts with linearly 

decreased hinge width. For hierarchically cut structures with the number of hierarchal level 

of n, the total number of the hinges Ntotal in a RVE unit cell is given by 

( )4
4 1

3
n

totalN = -                                                                                                              (3-2)     

which increases exponentially with n. For Level 1, 2, 3, and 4 structures, the total number 

of hinges is 4, 20, 84, and 340, respectively. At a relatively small strain, the square unit is 

nearly stress-free and can be considered as a rigid unit and all the loading is distributed to 

the load-bearing hinges. Generally speaking, the larger the number of hinges, the less the 

bearing load in the hinges on average is. Therefore, the maximum principal stress is 

significantly reduced with the increase of hierarchical level as shown in Figure 3.3b, 

especially at large strains.  

          Another effective way to significantly reduce the maximum principal stress is by 

setting the hierarchical cuts with flexible hinge width, where as illustrated in Figure 3.4a, 

the hinge width is set to linearly decrease with the increase of level of fractal cuts. Figure 

3.4b and 3.4c show the comparison of simulated maximum principal stress contour of level 

4 PDMS cut structure with constant hinge width (Figure 3.4b) and flexible hinge width 

(Figure 3.4c) at the same stretching strain of 40%. It can be seen that even with the same 
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hinge width in the level 1 cut, the opening angle in the structure with flexible hinge width 

is much smaller than that with constant hinge width, which results in a substantial 

maximum principal stress reduction when compared to structures with constant hinge 

width. Thus, a large increase in the tensile strength of hierarchical cut structures is obtained 

(over 30% increase for level 4 and more increased strength for a higher level), especially 

at a level higher than 3 as shown in Figure 3.4d. This is because that upon loading, the 

larger the number of hinges with narrower width in the sub-square units is, the more 

susceptible it is to deformation than the structure with constant hinge width. So the narrow 

hinges at higher cut levels can bear the load earlier and more load than hinges with constant 

thickness (the constant hinge thickness is harder to open at the higher cut level), and thus 

largely reducing the load bearing of level 1 hinges, rendering the smaller opening angle at 

level 1 and the structure becomes more complaint as observed in Figure 3.4e.  

  Through the combination of the aforementioned two strategies, one can envision 

that theoretically the simple hierarchical cut method could be applied to any type of 

materials including the least stretchable brittle materials to achieve extremely stretchable 

and expandable soft metamaterials, while attaining strength significantly higher than the 

original continuous structure. 

3.6 Experimental Methods 

3.6.1 Sample Fabrication 

          The soft material for the hierarchical structure was prepared from SYLGARD® 184 

SILICONE ELASTOMER KIT. The PDMS samples were made from monomer and 

hardner, which were combined with a weight ratio of 10:1. All samples were fabricated as 
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thin sheets with thickness of 1.96mm. By using Laser Cutter (EPILOG LASER 40 Watts), 

a 3 × 3 multi-level square rotation structure was obtained. The width of the cracks left by 

laser cutting was measured to be 0.188 mm (mean value).  

          The brittle hierarchical sheet was prepared from Strengthened UV-Resistance 

acrylics. For semi-circular-hinge hierarchical structure, the parameters of cutting acrylic 

were chosen the same as PDMS. For dog-bone-hinge structure, the normalized hinge 

thickness (d’/a, ‘d’’ denotes the hinge thickness and ‘a’ represents lattice length of unit 

square before apply cuts) was 0.02 and the normalized radius (r’/a) of the loading bearing 

area was 0.1. 

3.6.2 Uniaxial Tensile Test 

          The force - strain curve was measured. However, the strain represents the 

deformation of bulk structure, including not only the stretching of hierarchical structure, 

but also the deformation of  the grips. To measure just the strain of the hierarchical structure, 

DIC image processing was used to capture the real strain. India ink was uniformly sprayed 

onto samples for the image processing. The tensile test and image recording were operated 

at the same time with the same tracking frequency. The whole process of tensile test was 

recorded by Point Grey high resolution camera, using the same Time Capture Interval (2s) 

as the tensile test. As a result, all images have corresponding points on the force - strain 

curve. Vic-2D 2009 was used to measure lateral strain of the hierarchical structure on each 

image. Combined the force data from the tensile test (can be transferred to stress) and the 

lateral strain from the DIC test, the real stress-strain was obtained.  

          The acrylics was measured without the special grip design because no buckling was 

observed. A 6 × 4 patterned thin sheet was fabricated by laser cutting. The top row and the 
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bottom row were used to being gripped, leaving a 4 × 4 pattern in the middle to be tested. 

The time capture interval was 0.1 ms.  

3.7 Conclusions  

          In conclusion, by taking into account of the real material properties of the constituent 

materials, I study the mechanical behaviors of hierarchically cut soft metamaterials. I 

investigate the stress-strain behaviors as a function of structure, bending- vs. stretching-

dominated deformation mode upon stretching of the metamaterials. By comparing 

experiments and finite element simulation, I reveal the origin of structure failure. Through 

rational design of the geometrical shape of the local hinges and the global hierarchical cut 

structures and hinge width, I obtain extremely stretchable and expandable soft 

metamaterials with largely enhanced structure strength (both fracture strain and tensile 

strength) compared to non-cut sheets for both elastomers and brittle materials. They show 

a hyperelastic material behavior as a result of hierarchically cut structures rather than the 

constituent materials. I show that continuous and reversible structure reconfiguration 

without hysteresis allows for active control of tunable phononic band gap and filter of 

undesirable frequencies through simple mechanical strains. The insights of how to design 

highly conformable and stretchable metamaterials with rigid units and enhanced 

mechanical strength from a wide range of materials will be critical to realize broad potential 

applications of mechanical metamaterials, including tunable optics and acoustics[88, 144], 

scaffolds for conformable, stretchable electronics[13, 141] and energy storage 

devices[145], biomedical devices, as well as foldable and deployable materials, with 

precisely controlled materials stiffness and mechanical response. 
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CHAPTER 4 PROGRAMMABLE KIRIGAMI METAMATERIALS 

Note: This Chapter was partially adapted and modified from the publication below: 

Y. Tang, G. Lin, L. Han, S. Qiu, S. Yang* and J. Yin*, “Design of hierarchically cut hinges 

for highly stretchable and reconfigurable metamaterials with enhanced strength”, 

Advanced Materials, 27, 7181-7190 (2015) 

4.1 Introduction 

          So far, I have discussed the extraordinary mechanical properties of cut-induced 

rotation based mechanical metamaterials. The rotation is induced by stretching the 

introduced 2-D orthogonal cuts into a thin sheet structures. In this chapter, I will discuss 

another different deformation mechanism, i.e. stretching induced out-of-plane buckling, 

for generating reconfigurable mechanical metamaterials by introducing only 1-D parallel 

cuts, as well as the control of programmable buckling direction and its potential 

applications in energy-saving building envelopes.  

          In this chapter, I demonstrate the programmability of monotonic and non-monotonic 

structural generation in a parallel cut-based kirigami metamaterial. After introducing 

patterned notches into the kirigami structure, stretching breaks the buckling degeneracy of 

the infinitesimal, linear modes, and the resulting kiri-kirigami structure has one, well-

defined, global mechanism. I break the degeneracy explicitly by engraving the flat-cut 

structure resulting in programmable control, generating a variety of inhomogeneous 

structural configurations on demand. Compared to the original kirigami structures, the 

introduced notches have a negligible effect on both the stress-strain curve over the large 

strain range and the extreme stretchability but largely reduce the critical buckling force. 

Furthermore, I demonstrate the adaptive kiri-kirigami structure through local actuation 
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with its tilting directions to be programmed and switched in response to the change of 

environmental temperature. Lastly, I demonstrate the potential promising outcome of kiri-

kirigami structures as building skins in energy efficient buildings, especially in electric 

saving for lighting and cooling load saving through numerical simulation. 

4.2 Kiri-kirigami vs. Kirigami Structure 

 

Figure 4.1 Deterministic buckling of the linearly-cut kirigami metamaterials through 
engraving. Schematic illustrations of the linearly-cut kirigami structure without notches (a) 
and with patterned notches on both sides (a kiri-kirigami structure) (b). The unit cell of 
kirigami is highlighted in pink in (a). Red and blue rectangles in (b) represent notches on 
the front-side and backside, respectively, which are illustrated in a 3-D view on the right 
of (b). (c) – (e) Three expanded configurations when uni-axially stretching the same 
kirigami structure in (a) in different ways, showing different orientations of the unit cells 
represented by ‘+’ and ‘–’. (f) – (h) Identical expanded configurations when uni-axially 
stretching the same kiri-kirigami structure in (b) in different ways, showing the same 
orientation of the unit cells.  
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          Figure 4.1 shows the design of kiri-kirigami structures vs. kirigami structures with 

patterned line cuts in a centered rectangular arrangement (see Figure 4.1a). 

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is chosen as the sheet material here because it is 

hyperelastic, which allows for repetitive elastic loading and unloading without plastic 

deformation at a large strain.[50, 102] Upon stretching, the original cut unit undergoes out-

of-plane buckling and tilt into nearly vertical direction through both bending and twisting 

accompanied by the pore opening. Figure 4.1c-4.1e shows that the deformed configurations 

of the kirigami structure (Figure 4.1a) are highly dependent on the stretching method. 

When one end of the cut sheet is uni-axially stretched with the other end fixed, all the cut 

units undergo either a clockwise (represented by “+” in Figure 4.1c) or counterclockwise 

rotation (represented by “-” in Figure 4.1d) depending on which side is fixed. When both 

ends are stretched simultaneously, the PDMS sheet exhibits a dual tilting orientation with 

the left half rotating counterclockwise and the right half rotating clockwise, leaving a 

dislocation-like defect in the middle (Figure 4.1e). In contrast, after introducing patterned 

notches to both sides of the sheet as demonstrated in Figure 4.1b (i.e. a kiri-kirigami 

structure), the entire sheet exhibits homogeneous rotation along the cut units independent 

of the stretching conditions (Figure 4.1f-4.1h). 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Geometrical parameters in the kirigami unit cell with l/t = 110, h/t = 20, and 
d/t = 10, t is the panel thickness. (b-c) FEM simulation of the first (b) and second (c) 
buckling eigenmodes of the kirigami structures with the cut geometry in (a), showing two 
different buckled configurations. (b) The first buckling mode shows a homogenous flipping 
orientation in the units (b) and (c) the second buckling mode shows an inhomogeneous 
flipping orientation in units with opposite flipping directions on the top and bottom panels. 
The two buckling modes have similar eigenvalue, i.e. the critical buckling strain, leading 
to the observed indeterminate deformed configurations in experiments.       

           

          To understand the observed deformed configurations and their transition in 

experiments, I use FEM to simulate the buckling/tilting process. For each cut unit without 

notches, it exhibits bistable behaviors: the unit tilts either clockwise or counterclockwise, 

which are energetically equivalent. The experimentally observed homogenous (Figure 4.1c 

and Figure 4.1d) and dual reverse orientations (Figure 4.1e) in the same kirigami structure 

are well-captured by FEM simulation, corresponding to the first and second buckling 

deformation eigenmode, respectively (Figure 4.2). Since the critical buckling eigenvalue 
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of these two modes are close to each other, it leads to the indeterminate structural 

configurations observed in experiments. However, for kiri-kirigami structure, the notches 

themselves play the role of geometrical imperfection. Notches break the deformation 

symmetry and generate an additional bending moment (Figure 4.3) to close the grooves, 

triggering buckling in the desired orientation. Therefore, the deformed configuration of 

kiri-kirigami structure can be determined by the patterning of notches, which is confirmed 

by the post-buckled configuration predicted by simulation and in good agreement with 

experiments.  

 

Figure 4.3 Schematic illustration of the directed buckling of a beam around the notches. 
The beam is under a compression force P. Since the cut breaks the geometrical symmetry, 
the gravity center shift down and does not line up with the neutral surface (dashed line), 
generating a bending moment M to close the cut upon compression, and thus directing the 
bending direction. 

 

4.3 Theoretical Buckling of Linear-cut Kirigami Structure 

          To understand the mechanism governing the tilting behavior in the linear-cut 

kirigami structures, I use beam theory of lateral torsion-induced buckling[146] to predict 

the critical buckling force of a linearly-cut kirigami structure with a representative unit cell 

shown in Figure 4.4a. The unit cell is divided into two parts and the buckling behavior is 

investigated from the top beam as indicated in Figure 4.4b due to the symmetry of the 
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structure. Here, the rotation of kirigami units around the cut hinges is regarded as a rigid 

body motion and thus not considered in the buckling model.  

 

Figure 4.4 Theoretical buckling model of a regular kirigami structure. (a) Geometry 
parameters in the unit cell with the highlighted area in purple modeled as a beam. (b) 
Schematic illustration of the beam under load.  (c) Schematic illustration of the cross-
section of the beam before and after buckling. (d) Buckled shape of the regular kirigami 
structure.  

 

          As seen in Figure 4.4c, buckling of the beam includes lateral deflection (𝑢) and 

torsion (𝜑), both of which exhibit sinusoidal deformation (Figure 4.4d). Since the deformed 

shape of the beam in the unit cell is of a full wavelength, 𝑢 and 𝜑 can be expressed as: 

𝑢 = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠                            (4-1)  

𝜑 = 𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠                                    (4-2)        

where A and B are the amplitudes of the lateral deflection and torsion, respectively. The 

total potential energy of the system is: 
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𝑈 + 𝑉 = ∫ [𝐸𝐼(𝑢 ) + 𝐺𝐽(𝜑′) ] 𝑑𝑧 + ∫ 𝑀𝑢 𝜑𝑑𝑧 − 𝜑( )                 (4-3) 

where U is the elastic strain energy and V is the potential energy of the external load. I and 

J are the moment of inertia and the torsion constant, respectively. a is the distance between 

the centroid and the position at which the load is applied. Moment M can be expressed as: 

𝑀 =
( )

−  𝑓𝑜𝑟   0 ≤ 𝑧 <                                            (4-4) 

𝑀 = −
( )

+  𝑓𝑜𝑟  
 

≤ 𝑧 < 𝑙 − 𝑑                              (4-5) 

Then Eq (4-3) becomes 

𝑈 + 𝑉 = 4𝐴
( )

+ 𝐵 + 𝐵 + 𝐴𝐵( 𝐹)                             (4-6) 

According to the virtual work theory, minimization of the total potential energy with 

respect to constant A and B gives the equilibrium equation as follows 

( )
= 8𝐴

( )
+ 𝐵 𝐹 = 0                     (4-7) 

( )
= 𝐴 𝐹 + 2𝐵 = 0                     (4-8) 

Solving Eqs. (4-7) and (4-8), I obtain the critical buckling force (Fcr) for kirigami: 

𝐹 =
( )

𝐸𝐼𝐺𝐽                                  (4-9) 

Substituting the value of I, the moment of inertia which is equal to ℎ𝑡 , and J, the torsion 

constant which is equal to 𝛽ℎ𝑡 , where 𝛽 is determined by the ratio of t to h (𝛽 =  , when 
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t is small relative to h) to Eq. (4-9), I get the final expression for the critical buckling force 

𝐹 : 

𝐹 = 4.62𝜋𝐸
( ) ( )

                               (4-10) 

4.4 Linear-Cut Kirigami as Building Envelope 

 

Figure 4.5 SPOT daylight simulation on building energy savings from the kirigami 
envelope applied to windows of the building. . (a) Illustration of a test case space. (b) 
Rendering images of the test space without the kirigami envelope (at a tilting angle of 30o) 
at noon on Dec. 21st according to the typical solar gain data in Philadelphia, showing 
significant direct sunlight penetrates into test space and creating a glare problem. (c) 
Images of the test space with the kirigami envelope, showing diffuse of the sunlight around 
window area on the same time and date as that in (b).  
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          The deterministic tilting of the kiri-kirigami structures to reflect and redirect the 

sunlight for potential building energy saving. In the linearly-cut kirigami structure, upon 

deformation (e.g., via mechanical stretching or in response to external stimuli), the cut unit 

tilted from 0o (lay flat to block or reflect sunlight) to approaching to 90o (flipped to the 

perpendicular direction to let sunlight in). Here, I investigated the use of the kirigami 

structure as a building envelop for energy saving. Daylight control is investigated and 

simulated using bidirectional transmittance distribution functions (BTDF) model[147], 

where the pre-calculates of reflectance factors are applied throughout the whole year. The 

dimension of the test case space is set 5200 mm (L) × 3400 mm (W) × 2300 mm (H) as 

shown in Figure 4.5a equipped with interior walls and three windows on one side. The size 

of each window is 2300 mm (L) × 580 mm (W). The electricity saving, cooling load saving, 

and heating load over the whole year are evaluated and compared for buildings with 

(proposed) and without the kirigami envelope (as the base condition for comparison) 

applied to windows. Figure 4.5b and 5.5c show the comparison of daylight rendering 

images between the two configurations on Dec. 21st, 2015 at noon in Philadelphia, PA, 

USA based on historical solar radiance in the region at this time of the year. The simulation 

results show that the use of kirigami envelopes saves electricity and heating by 26% and 

29%, respectively, over the entire year. The electricity saving is evaluated vs. the use of 

natural sunlight without additional artificial lighting. The heating load is defined as the 

amount of energy needed to heat the space at a designated indoor set point temperature 

using a mechanical system. In winter, kirigami envelope diffuses the daylight and reduces 

the heat gain, and thus increasing the heating load. The cooling load saving is evaluated by 
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how much electricity can be saved through controlling the direct solar radiance passing 

through the windows. Blocking or diffusing solar radiance before entering into room 

reduces cooling load, leading to turning off the air conditioner (AC) to reduce the electricity 

usage.  

4.5 Programing Linear-Cut Kirigami 

 

Figure 4.6 Programmable open and close of the kirigami structures with patterned notches. 
(a) Schematic illustration of the kiri-kirigami with front and back notches patterned on both 
sides of the unit cell. The placement of notches in the top half of the sheet (highlighted in 
green) is reversed at the bottom half (highlighted in yellow). (b) Optical images of the 
deformed PDMS kiri-kirigami structure upon stretching. Reversed orientations of the 
opened sheet in the top half (“+”) vs. the bottom half (“-”) lead to sharp optical contrast. 
(c-d) Optical images of various configurations of stretched kiri-kirigami structures 
consisting different designs of the notches. (e) Front-view and back-view images of the 
letter “T” displayed in the stretched kiri-kirigami structure. 
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          In addition to achieve uniform titling directions over entire sheet using notches, I can 

also engineer the distribution of notches to program the tilting directions locally. Thus, the 

kirigami building envelope can reflect both the indoor and outdoor light on demand 

depending on season and local solar and lighting conditions. To generate similar 

configurations as Figure 4.1e with dual opposite tilting orientations, I apply symmetric 

patterning of notches at the central horizontal line as shown in Figure 4.6a, where the top 

half (colored in green) is designed to tilt clockwise while the bottom half (color in yellow) 

is designed to tilt counter-clockwise, which is validated by experiments (see Figure 4.6b). 

The different twisting orientations lead to a high optical contrast in the PDMS sample, 

where the white color at the cross-sections is generated by laser cutter, and PDMS itself is 

transparent (right of Figure 4.6b), and thus displaying a texture-like structure. More 

complicated configurations can be acquired by engineering patterning of notches (see 

Figure 4.6c – 4.6e). Figure 4.6c-4.6d show that kiri-kirigami structure can be programmed 

to exhibit alternate horizontal-texture-like and vertical-texture-like configurations. In 

Figure 4.6e, by setting the region within the letter “T” having the opposite orientation as 

those outside “T”, the letter “T” can be displayed upon stretching due to the optical contrast 

between the regions inside and outside. Upon releasing the sample, the letter disappears. 

Therefore, it is possible to reversibly tune the optical display and encryption.  

4.6 Mechanical Performance of Kiri-Kirigami Structures 

          Next, I examine the mechanical performance of kiri-kirigami structures as potential 

opto-mechanical devices. To develop a quantitative understanding of the geometry effect 

of the notches on the mechanical responses of kiri-kirigami structures, I characterized the 

stress-strain curves by varying the depth H and width W of notches (Figure 4.7a) using 
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uniaxial tensile tests. I find that introduced notches have little effect on the stress-strain 

curves compared to kirigami structures without notches. (Figure 4.7c-4.7d). The patterned 

cuts, however, does reduce the initial Young’s modulus of PDMS sheet, from ≈ 2 MPa 

(pristine) to ≈ 2.4 KPa (after cuts), which is more than three orders of magnitude lower. 

The stress-strain curve of the kirigami structure shows an initial linear response, likely 

arising from buckling-induced rotation of the cut units, followed by strain-hardening due 

to the stretching of the connectors between units. Figure 4.7c and 4.7d shows that when 

increasing either the normalized engrave depth H/t or width W/t, the stress-strain curves 

over the large strain range (up to 250%) are nearly identical for all samples when compared 

to pristine kirigami structure. Similar results are observed in FEM simulations (inset of 

Figure 4.7c-4.7d), demonstrating negligible effects of local notches on the global 

mechanical behavior of the kirigami structure.  
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Figure 4.7 Effect of the patterned notches on the mechanical behaviors of the kiri-kirigami 
metamaterials made of PDMS (l = 59.15mm, h = 7.09mm, d = 5.91mm and thickness t = 
1.5mm). (a) Schematic illustration of the notch dimension with depth H and width W. (b) 
FEM simulated stress contour of kiri-kirigami structure, showing no stress concentration 
at the engraved groove highlighted by the dashed line circle. (c-d) Measured nominal uni-
axial stress-strain curves as a function of the notch dimensions, H  (c) and W (d). Insets 
show the optical images of structural configurations at different level of strains. The top-
right insets show the corresponding FEM simulation. (e) The simulated initial stress-strain 
curves (the applied strain ≤ 40%) of (c) and (d). (f) Top: Front-view (L) and side-view (R) 
optical images of a kirigami structure with thick normalized thickness (h/t = 1) upon 
stretching, showing in-plane bending only. Bottom: Front-view (L) and side-view (R) 
optical image of the kiri-kirigami structure as seen in (a), showing out-of-plane buckling.  
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          As mentioned earlier, cuts allow for effective release of stress concentration[50, 51]. 

here I further examine the effect of notches on the stretchability, i.e. the strength, of the 

kirigami structures. The experimental testing is repeated over 10 times for both kirigami 

and kiri-kirigami structures. Experiment results show that the failure strain for rupture of 

the units is almost the same for all PDMS samples with and without notches, which is 

between 230% and 260%. The reason accounting for negligible effect of notches on the 

failure strain is further revealed by FEM simulation. Figure 4.7b shows the principal stress 

contour of the unit for kiri-kirigami structure. Severe stress concentration at the cut tips is 

observed in the kirigami structure [51], but no high-strain-field around the engraved 

grooves (circled by black dash line) despite their shape changes. Therefore, as long as the 

grooves are positioned not too close to the cut tips, the crack will not propagate through 

notches, and thus notches will not affect the strength of the kirigami structure.  

          Nevertheless, introduction of notches does affect the initial buckling behavior with 

small strain range in Figure 4.7e and insets of Figure 4.7c-4.7d, by largely reducing the 

critical buckling force that triggers the out-of-plane deformation. Figure 4.7e shows that 

increasing either H or W results in a decrease of the critical buckling force.  

          To better understand the effect of notches on the critical buckling behavior in kiri-

kirigami structures, I use the theoretical model of lateral-torsional buckling of beams to 

predict the buckling behavior of the kirigami structure. For kirigami structure without 

notches (Figure 4.1a), the critical buckling force is given by: 

𝐹 = 4.62𝜋𝐸
( ) ( )

                       (4-11) 
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where Fcr is the critical buckling force, l is the length of a unit cell, h is the distance between 

parallel cuts, d is transverse distance (parallel to the cuts) between cuts (Figure 4.1a), t is 

the lateral thickness, E is Young’s Modulus, 𝜈 is Poisson’s ratio and 𝛽 is determined by 

the ratio of h/t (β =  when t is small compared to h ).  

Eq. (4-11) shows that the critical buckling force is linearly proportional to the 

bending stiffness of the cut unit scaling with Eht3 and inversely proportional to the effective 

length of cut unit (l-d), indicating that thickness and cut length play a dominant role in 

determining the critical buckling force of kirigami structure. As seen from Eq. (4-11), 

either deepening (i.e. increasing H in Figure 4.7c) or widening (increasing W in Figure 4.7d) 

notches will decrease the local bending stiffness of the cut unit, and thus reduce the critical 

buckling force, which is consistent with the observation from FEM simulation (Figure 

4.7e).   

          The ability to reduce the critical buckling force provides an effective way to generate 

kiri-kirigami structures in thick panels[42], which are often used in dynamic façades in 

buildings. It should be noted that the thickness here is not an absolute value but normalized 

by the parallel distance between cuts (h), i.e. t/h. For a thin kirigami panel (t/h  << 1), 

buckling occurs at the very beginning of the deformation due to low critical buckling 

force[51]. As t/h increases, it becomes much harder to buckle out-of-plane. In an extreme 

case, a thick kirigami panel with t/h = 1 and the cross-section shape of cut units becomes a 

square as shown in Figure 4.7f (h=t =1.8 mm, l = 24.78mm and d = 1.93mm). the PDMS 

kirigami structure undergoes in-plane pure bending without out-of-plane buckling (top of 

Figure 4.7f) upon stretching to rupture (at a strain of 237%). However, after introducing 
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patterned notches (H = 1.44mm, W = 1.20mm), out-of-plane tilting deformation (bottom 

of Figure 4.7f) occurs at a relatively small strain of ≈ 11% due to the significantly reduced 

critical buckling strain enabled by notches. This strategy of imparting notches make it 

possible to overcome the challenge of bending and folding thick panels [42] owing to 

extremely high bending stiffness. 

4.7 Programmable Self-Actuated Kirigami Structures 

          Finally, I present an adaptive kirigami metamaterial that can spontaneously tilt in a 

predefined direction in response to environmental temperature change. Similar to the 

design of programmable kiri-kirigami structure with patterned notches on both sides I 

apply patterned thermally shrinkable tapes to both sides of the kirigami structure 

(highlighted in black in Figure 4.8a). As temperature rises, FEM simulations show that a 

mismatched deformation in the black area with shrinkable tape leads to spontaneous 

directional bending of each cut unit toward the tape.  
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Figure 4.8 Self-expansion of paper-based kirigami metamaterials with programmable and 
reprogrammable tilting orientation through temperature change. Thermally shrinkable tape 
(shown as black) are applied on both the front and the back sides. (a) Schematic illustration 
of designed kirigami structure with dual tilting orientation and corresponding FEM 
simulation (on the right) of the expanded structure as temperature increases. (b-d) 
Evolution of the structural reconfigurations of kirigami metamaterials with different 
patterns of heat-shrinkable tapes as a function of temperature. In (d), the structure is pre-
stretched (10%) before heating to generate a configuration with uniform rotation 
orientation in the unit. 
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          Experimentally, polyolefin tapes (appeared black) are applied to the designed 

junction positions of the cut paper as shown in the left column of Figure 4.8b and 4.8c. 

Upon heating to 65oC, the polyolefin tape shrinks by 5% uni-axially, leading to a nominal 

structural expansion strain over 80% in the kirigami paper. Using this method, I 

successfully demonstrate the thermal actuation of the expanded kirigami structures with 

single- (Figure 4.8b) and dual-orientation (Figure 4.8c), 

          In addition to the programmability through patterned local actuation, it also allows 

re-programmability of kirigami structures with the ability to switch from one orientation 

(clockwise) to the other (counter-clockwise), or vice versa. At room temperature, a 

kirigami structure with patterned heat-shrinkable tapes is first pre-stretched to a strain of 

10% with a specified orientation (clockwise) and then clamped on both sides (left of Figure 

4.8d). The tapes remain straight due to their much higher stiffness compared to paper. Upon 

increasing the temperature, the tapes start to shrink, resulting in an abrupt switch of the 

bending direction to the opposite, i.e. the tape is switched from original convex to concave 

side, a counter-clockwise rotation. As a result, the original orientation of deformed kirigami 

structure (clockwise) is switched to its opposite state (counter-clockwise) when heated and 

this process occurs abruptly, showing dynamic bistability. Similar abrupt orientation 

switch is also observed in FEM simulation (see Figure 4.9). This switchability between 

two stable states of active kirigami structure enables potential applications in energy 

harvesting[148-150]. In our experiments, the deformation in the shrink tapes is not 

reversible, and the deformation of the paper kirigami structures is irreversible unless all 

tapes are peeled off. I believe that active kirigami structures can readily deform reversibly 
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if heat-shrink tapes are replaced with active materials such as the shape memory 

materials[151].  
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Figure 4.9 Finite element simulation of a kirigami structure bulked out-of-plane upon 
heating, where the black parts shrink. (a) Single-orientation where the cut sheets are 
oriented in the same direction. (b) Double-orientation where the cut sheets are oriented in 
two opposite directions. (c) The orientation of the pre-strained kirigami structure switches 
to the opposite direction upon heating. 
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4.8 Experimental Methods 

4.8.1 Sample Fabrication 

          PDMS kirigami and kiri-kirigami were prepared from SYLGARD® 184 silicone 

elastomer kit (Dow Corning) in which the precursor and the curing agent were mixed at 

the weight ratio of 10:1 and cured at 70oC in oven for 2 h. Thermal responsive kiri-kirigami 

structures were prepared by attaching polyolefin heat-shrink tapes (FIX-105-25-0) on the 

cut paper using glue (LOCTITE 409) and cured at 40oC in oven for 12 h to ensure the 

maximum bonding. All kiri-kirigami samples were fabricated using laser cut (EPILOG 

LASER 40 Watts) to generate cuts and notches.  

4.8.2 Actuation of Kirgami Structures 

          The kiri-kirigami samples were hanged in a transparent home-made oven and heated 

to 65 oC. Temperature in the oven was measured to be uniform during heating.  

4.8.3 Finite Element Simulation 

          Mechanical behavior of PDMS-based (kiri-) kirigami was simulated using 

ABAQUS/Standard considering nonlinear effect of large deformation. PDMS was 

characterized by 3rd order Ogden hyperelastic model using the same geometry parameters 

of kiri-kirgami structures in experiments. The element type is chosen as 20-node quadratic 

brick (C3D20) for severe-stress-concentration areas (e.g., the cut tips), and 8-node linear 

brick (C3D8) for other regions. Fine mesh was applied in potentially stress concentrated 

area and the mesh density was validated from mesh convergence test. In actuation of kiri-

kirigami structures, papers and polyolefin tapes were modeled as linear elastic materials. 

To capture the dynamic switching of the tilting direction in adaptive kiri-kiri-kirigami 

structures, I used ABAQUS/Explicit to simulate the quasi-static response. The analysis was 
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divided into two steps. In the first step, kiri-kirigami structure was stretched without being 

thermally actuated. In the second step, the axial boundaries were fixed and the shrink parts 

were activated through temperature. 

4.8.4 Building Simulation 

          For energy performance in a building, I used simulation tool SPOT[152] using 

RADIANCE and DOE2. Test location was Philadelphia, PA, USA and hourly base whole 

year sky conditions for the simulation were generated based on the Perez All-Weather Sky 

Model [153]. Based on simple measurements using an illuminance meter and a reference 

reflector, the approximate reflectance of the walls, ceiling and floor were determined. The 

transmittance of the glazing was provided through the manufacturer’s specifications. 

Daylight simulation parameters were set high enough to increase the accuracy of the 

RADIANCE model. Tests were conducted on the deployed kiri-kirigami envelope 

wrapped around the window (Propose) in comparison with the one without the kiri-

kirigami envelope (Base). To calculate annual light savings, in the model, one photo sensor 

was set to detect the illumiance level in the indoor space, which in turn decided to turn 

on/off  (300 lux) the artificial light switch. 

4.9 Conclusions 

          In conclusion, by introducing patterned notches or attaching thermal-responsive 

materials to kirigami metamaterials, I can guide the tilting direction of cut units and 

program/reprogram the expanded kirigami structures with controllable homogenous or 

inhomogeneous tilting orientations. Through building energy simulation, I demonstrate the 

potential application of krigami structures as building envelopes to reduce energy 

consumption. The engraving approach can be easily extended to other 3D kirigami and 
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origami structures, where deterministic bending or folding can be precisely controlled and 

programmed by engineering notches or cuts[154]. The spontaneous titling and expanding 

of programmable kirigami structures via local actuation can be applied to other responsive 

materials such as light-responsive materials. The dynamic titling, opening, and close of 

programmable kirigami structures in response to strain or climate change open a potentially 

new and simple platform for designing new smart building skin for adaptive architecture 

for energy efficiency and sustainability. Although all the experiments only discuss 

programmable kirigami at macro-scale, this technique is readily scaled down to micro- and 

nano-scale for broad range of potential applications in energy storage devices, foldable and 

bendable micro-robots, and opto-electric devices. 
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CHAPTER 5 MULTIFUNCTIONAL SOFT DOMING ACTUATOR FOR SOFT 

MACHINES 

Note: This Chapter was partially adapted and modified from the publication below: 

Y. Tang and J. Yin*, “Design of Multifunctional Soft Doming Actuator for Soft Machines”, 

Advanced Materials Technologies, 3, 1800069 (2018) 

5.1 Introduction 

        The design of soft actuators, a key part in soft robotics for deformation actuation, has 

recently attracted tremendous research interest due to their broad applications in 

programmable locomotion[105, 118], artificial muscles[155, 156], and soft grippers[105, 

157, 158]. A variety of soft actuators have been designed and fabricated to achieve different 

deformation modes including contraction/expansion[111, 126], twisting[112, 159], 

rotation[160, 161], and bending[162, 163]. Among them, bilayer bending based soft 

actuators are widely used for bending deformation actuation. The bilayer soft actuator is 

often constructed by bonding a strain-limiting layer to stimuli-responsive expanding 

structures. When in response to external stimuli such as pneumatic/hydraulic pressure[105], 

light[159], humidity[164], electrical[111] and magnetic field[107], mismatched 

deformation generated in the bilayer structure will lead to the bending of the actuator. 

These bending actuators have been widely utilized to build functional soft robotics with 

capabilities of object manipulation[157, 158, 165], locomotion[116, 118, 119], and 

assisting rehabilitation[108, 166].  

        Despite the advance, the deformation in most of the soft bilayer bending actuators is 

limited to the bending in one direction while leaving the other orthogonal direction unbent, 

thus the deformed configuration often takes an open shape with zero Gaussian curvature 
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after actuation, which may limit their applications to certain situations when enclosed 

actuated configurations with non-zero Gaussian curvature are needed. When bending in 

both orthogonal directions is allowed, it is known that a circular bilayer plate can bend or 

buckle into a dome-like shape with positive Gaussian curvature upon mismatched 

deformation between the two layers[94, 167-169]. Similar dome-like shapes are often 

found in undersea animals. For example, a jellyfish bends its dome-shaped soft body for 

locomotion under the sea, where bending deformation expulses the water inside the dome 

to propel itself forward through contracting and relaxing the muscles around the dome[170]. 

Another example is the dome-like suction cups on the arms of octopuses for gripping and 

moving around through muscle contraction to generate negative pressure inside the 

chamber[171]. However, the potential applications of dome-like bending actuators in 

design of soft machines remains largely unexplored.  

        Here, I propose a new soft doming actuator consisting of patterned pneumatic 

channels on top and strain-limiting layer underneath. Upon pneumatic actuation, the bilayer 

circular planar structure can reversibly bend into a 3D dome-like shape. Based on the 

simplified bilayer bending model of circular plates[94, 167-169], I explore the mechanics-

guided design of controllable deformation in a soft doming actuator for its potential 

multifunctional applications in soft robotics. 

5.2 Doming Actuator 

5.2.1 Bilayer Doming Actuator for Multifunctionality 

        As schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1a, the proposed soft doming actuator is 

composed of a circular bilayer system with embedded patterned pneumatic spiral channels 

on the top (blue color) and solid elastomeric layer underneath (yellow color) for strain-
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limiting purpose. The actuator is made of soft silicone rubber, Ecoflex 00-50 (Smooth-on 

Inc) (top of Figure 5.1b and experimental section). Upon inflating air into the spiral 

pneumatic channel, the top-layer expansion along the radial direction renders a mismatched 

deformation between the top and bottom layer, thus forms a 3D dome-like shape (bottom 

of Figure 5.1b). After depressurization, the dome shape returns to its planar bilayer 

structure. 
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Figure 5.1 Design of multifunctional soft doming actuators. (a) Schematic of the circular 
bilayer doming actuator with embedded spiral-shape pneumatic channel on top and solid 
strain-limiting layer on bottom. (b) The as-fabricated doming actuator deforms into a 
dome-shape upon pressurization in the air channel. (c)-(e) Demonstration of soft doming 
actuators-based soft robots with capabilities of (c) swimming, (d) adhesion, and (e) 
grasping. The scale bar is 20mm. 
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          Guided by the simplified bending model of linear elastic circular-shaped bilayer 

structures with nonuniform axisymmetric mismatched strain (discussed in 5.2.2), I 

demonstrate the controllable deformation in the soft doming actuator to achieve either large 

cavity volume or large bending angle at its rim, as well as its potential applications for 

multifunctional soft machines, including bio-inspired design of a jellyfish-like soft 

underwater robot with high locomotion velocity (Figure 5.1c, discussed in 5.2.3), a soft 

adhesion actuator with strong and switchable adhesion force (Figure 5.1d, discussed in 

5.2.4), as well as a soft gripper with low energy cost (Figure 5.1e, discussed in 5.2.5).  

5.2.2 Simplified Theoretical Modeling 

        To shed some light on the design of bilayer-doming based soft robotics, I employ a 

simplified bilayer model with nonuniform axisymmetric mismatched expansion between 

two layers to understand the deformation of the bilayer doming structure, particularly the 

dome height and volume for design of adhesion actuator, and the bending angle at the rim 

for design of underwater swimmers with high thrust force and rotation-based soft grippers.  

 

 

Figure 5.2 Schematic on the geometry of simplified homogenized circular bilayer systems 
before (a) and after actuation (b). The top layer denotes the expansion layer and the bottom 
one represents the strain limiting layer. 
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          For a bilayer system composed of a circular thin film (thickness of hf) on a substrate 

(thickness of hs) with radius of R as shown in Figure 5.2a (hf  hs), when it is subjected to 

a nonuniform but axisymmetric misfit strain εm (r) along the radial direction r, the height 

uz of the deformed dome structure along the normal direction z-axis can be obtained as[168] 
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                  (5-1) 

where E and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The subscripts “f” and “s” 

represent the film and substrate, respectively. r is defined as the radial distance from the 

center. The slope or bending angle of the dome at the rim, which I call the “doming angle” 

φ in Figure 5.2b, can be obtained as: 
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By integrating Equation (5-1) with respect to r, I can get the dome height uz:  
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      (5-3) 

where C is a constant to be determined by satisfying the assumed boundary condition of  

uz (R) = 0.  

          It should be noted that when the model is applied to understand the deformation in 

the doming actuator, it is oversimplified by homogenizing the expanding layer without 

considering its detailed patterned pneumatic channels. The misfit strain εm between the two 

layers is governed by the pneumatic channeled structure, which can be manipulated by 
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controlling the geometry of the spiral channel along the radial direction. After 

homogenization, I assume that Ef ≈ Es and νf ≈ νs. Equation (5-2) and (5-3) show that for a 

bilayer plate system with given geometry, i.e. normalized layer thickness hf /R and hs /R, 

the dome height and rim slope are mainly determined by the axisymmetric misfit strain εm 

controlled by the channel geometry. In the following sections, based on this simplified 

model, I will demonstrate that by manipulating the channel height gradient along the radial 

direction, the nonuniform misfit strain εm(r) can be tuned to allow more expansion either 

near the center or the rim to achieve large cavity volume or large dome bending angle at 

the rim in the actuated dome shape. The different features of the deformed dome shapes 

will be utilized in soft doming actuators to guide the design of multifunctional soft robotics 

as discussed below. 

5.2.3 Swimming Actuator 

        The reversible switch from flat to dome-like shape in the doming actuator upon 

pressurization is similar to the deformation of jellyfish body, which inspires us for 

exploring its potential application in design of jellyfish-like underwater soft robots. The 

proposed swimming robot is schematically shown in Figure 5.3a. It is composed of a 

pneumatic doming actuator made of soft silicone Ecoflex 00-50 and attached with a few 

stiff plastic film-based propellers to amplify the thrust force under water. Figure 5.3b 

illustrates the representative underwater locomotion modes. At rest state, the soft actuator 

remains flat and undeformed (left of Figure 5.3b). Upon inflation, it bends into a dome 

shape. The dome contract upon bending expulses water to push the swimmer forward. 

Meanwhile, the attached propellers flap backward correspondingly upon dome bending to 

generate vortex under water for enhancing the thrust force. Upon deflation, it returns to its 
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flat state. During swimming, for the dome shape with given size, the doming angle at the 

rim plays a dominant role in determining the thrust force and thus the swimming speed, as 

evidenced by the locomotion of jellyfishes [172, 173]. The high locomotion efficiency in 

jellyfish results from not only the abrupt muscle contraction [170], but from a large bending 

angle at the rim of its dome-shaped body that can generate larger vortices to propel it 

forward. Therefore, bioinspired by the performance of the jellyfish, I exploit the 

manipulation of εm (r) in the doming actuators to achieve a relatively larger doming angle, 

as well as examine their underwater performance for designing potential high-efficient 

underwater soft robots.  
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Figure 5.3 Design of jellyfish-inspired swimming soft robot based on the bilayer doming 
actuator. (a) Schematic design of swimming robot composed of a doming actuator (with 
spiral pneumatic channel) and polymeric swimming assistors (green) around the edge. (b) 
Locomotion modes of the proposed soft robot at rest state (left) and upon actuation (right). 
(c) Schematic illustration of bilayer doming model with spiral channel height gradient of θ 
along the radial direction. (d) DIC measured radial expansion rate of the actuators with θ=-
1.5o, θ=0o and θ=1.5o upon 4mL inflation. The inset shows the radial strain contour in the 
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actuator with θ=-1.5o. (e) The measured doming angle at the edge as a function of air input 
volume for doming actuators with θ=-1.5o, θ=0o and θ=1.5o. (f) Comparison in swimming 
velocity of proposed swimming robots with θ=-1.5o, θ=0o and θ=1.5o. (g) Demonstration 
of the underwater locomotion of the proposed swimming robot at different actuation time. 
The scale bar is 50mm. 

 

        According to Equation (5-2), for a bilayer actuator with given geometry, the doming 

angle φ is mainly determined by the misfit strain εm (r) along the radial direction, which 

can be tuned by varying the height of the channel along the radial direction, as shown in 

Figure 5.3c. In general, a deep or high aspect-ratio pneumatic channel yields a larger in-

plane expansion than the shallow one. By tuning the height gradient of the pneumatic 

channel along the radial direction, i.e. the value of the tilting angle θ defined in Figure 5.3c, 

I can manipulate the nonuniform radial expansion of the pneumatic layer and thus the 

doming angle φ at the rim. Here, a negative value of θ, i.e. θ < 0, denotes that the channel 

height decreases linearly from the edge to the center and presents a larger in-plane 

expansion close to the edge; a positive θ, i.e. θ > 0, indicates an increasing channel height 

from the edge to the center and presents a larger expansion close to the center; while θ = 0 

represents a constant channel height in the top layer. 

        To understand the relationship between θ and εm (r), I use the digital image correlation 

(DIC) to track the expansion of the top layer (indicated by blue in Figure 5.3c) and thus 

quantify the value of εm as a function of r upon inflation for doming actuators with different 

values of θ. In the test, all the samples have the identical geometry (R = 38 mm, hs = 9 mm, 

hf  = 1 mm, hc = 5 mm) and are inflated with the same air input volume of 4mL. Figure 5.3d 

shows the measured expansion rate as a function of radial distance r/R for three 

representative values of θ (i.e. θ = 1.5o, θ = 0o and θ = −1.5o). It shows that for different 
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small value of θ, the radial expansion in both the center and the rim (i.e. r/R=0) of the dome 

is close to zero, and it exhibits a peak value between them. As θ decreases from a positive 

value to a negative one, the position of the peak radial expansion rate shifts from close-to-

center to close-to-rim, i.e. more expansion at the rim than in the center, which is consistent 

with the expectation of the gradient channel height.  

        Equipped with the information of measured εm (r), next, I evaluate the corresponding 

doming angle in terms of the theoretical model in Equation (5-2). After substituting the 

fitted experimental curves of εm in Figure 5.3d into Equation (5-2), I can get the theoretical 

value of the doming angle φ = 5.02o, 4.46o and 3.90o for θ = −1.5o, θ = 0o and θ = 1.5o, 

respectively. It indicates that a negative θ will contribute to a larger doming angle φ at the 

edge when compared to its counterparts with positive θ, which is consistent with the 

expectation that a negative θ leads to a larger expansion close to the edge and thus a larger 

bending angle at the edge. Then I compare the results from the theoretical model with the 

experiments and I find that the theoretical value of φ is moderately lower than the 

corresponding measured value shown in Figure 5.3e due to the oversimplified model. 

However, the model well captures the trend of the measured value of φ with θ for different 

air input volume, where the actuator with a negative value of θ exhibits a moderately higher 

φ than their counterparts with positive and zero value of θ and such a disparity increases 

with the expansion rate (Figure 5.3e).  

        Next, based on the knowledge of controlling the doming angle, I utilize the soft 

doming actuator to design of jellyfish-like underwater soft robots with a relatively high 

swimming speed. As discussed before, I expect that a large bending angle at the edge will 

yield a large thrust force underwater. To validate it, I build three soft underwater swimmers 
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with θ = −1.5o, θ = 0 o, and θ = 1.5o and perform tests to measure their respective locomotion 

speed (Figure 5.3f). All the actuators have the same geometry (R = 38mm, hs = 9mm, hf = 

1mm, hc = 5mm) and are actuated at the same pressure (30kPa) and the same average 

frequency (0.333Hz). Figure 5.3g shows the image snapshots of the actuator taken at 2s, 

7s, and 23s during swimming in the water tunnel. It shows that the actuator with θ = −1.5o 

can achieve the fastest average locomotion speed of 84 cm/min at the average actuation 

frequency of 0.333Hz with the help of its relatively larger doming angle (Figure 5.3e). This 

is consistent with our expectation that a negative height gradient θ allows for more 

expansion around the edge to generate a larger bending angle at the edge and thus a larger 

thrust force.  

        It should be noted that despite previous studies of jellyfish-inspired soft robots based 

on different actuators such as ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) [172], shape memory 

alloy [173], and dielectric elastomer [174], the proposed swimming robot based on the 

bilayer doming actuator is simpler in both structures and materials, and does not require 

complicated manufacturing process to achieve an even higher swimming speed than that 

of most reported active materials based jellyfish-inspired underwater robots[174, 175], 

which demonstrates its potential advantage in designing high-efficient underwater robots. 

5.2.4 Switchable Adhesion Actuator 

        In addition to the demonstration as a potential underwater soft robot, the similar dome-

like shape in the bilayer doming actuator as the suction cup of octopuses inspires us for 

exploring its multifunctionality as a potential adhesion actuator [176-178].  

        Figure 5.4a schematically illustrates the working mechanism as an adhesion actuator. 

When attached to a foreign surface, upon pneumatic pressurization on the top layer, the 
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planar circular bilayer structure will continuously “pop up” and deform into a dome-like 

shape upon radial expansion of the top layer, leaving a cavity with high vacuum between 

the popped-structure and the attached surface. The pressure difference between the cavity 

and the outer circumstance will force the actuator to firmly adhere to the target surface. 

Upon depressurization, the deformed dome-like shape will return to its original planar 

configuration for easy detachment.  
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Figure 5.4 Design of bilayer doming-based soft adhesion actuator. (a) Schematic of the 
mechanism for switchable adhesion in the bilayer doming system upon expanding the top 
layer. top: adhesion-off state, bottom: adhesion-on state. (b) Schematic of the proposed 
bilayer doming model with pneumatic spiral channels in positive height gradient θ. (c) DIC 
measured radial expansion rate of the actuators with θ=0o, θ=1.5o, and θ=3o upon 4mL 
inflation. The inset shows the radial strain contour in the actuator with θ=3o. (d) 
Theoretically predicted profiles of doming actuators with θ=0o, θ=1.5o, and θ=3o. (e) 
Experimental set-up for measuring the pull-off force of the soft adhesion actuator. (f) The 
measured maximum normal adhesion force (pressurized at 40kPa) attached to acrylic 
surfaces as a function of θ. Insets: collapsed asymmetric deformed shape (left) and axial 
symmetric deformed configuration (right). 
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          Different from the design principle of achieving a larger doming angle in underwater 

soft robot discussed in Section 5.2.3, the goal for designing adhesion actuators is to achieve 

a high vacuum in the cavity for a large adhesion force by maximizing the volume of the 

cavity after deformation. The cavity volume is mainly determined by the dome height uz. 

Thus, a positive value of channel height gradient θ is preferred as shown in Figure 5.4b. 

Compared to actuators with negative θ, a positive θ allows a larger expansion close to the 

center than at the edge to achieve a larger dome height in the center. Furthermore, as 

discussed above, as θ (θ>0) increases, the peak expansion will shift closer to the center, 

which generally will lead to a larger dome height and thus a larger adhesion force.  

        To examine the design principle, I fabricate three adhesion actuators with different 

values of θ (i.e. θ = 0o, θ = 1.5o, and θ = 3o) while keeping the other geometrical sizes the 

same (i.e. R = 28mm, hs = 9mm, hf = 3mm, hc = 5mm). Figure 5.4c shows the corresponding 

measured radial expansion rate from the center to the edge as a function of θ through DIC 

under the same 4mL air input. It shows that as θ increases, the peak expansion does shift 

closer to the center.  Similarly, after substituting the fitted curves of the radial expansion 

rates in Figure 5.4c into Equation (5-3), the theoretically predicted profiles of the deformed 

dome shape can be obtained for different θ, which is shown in Figure 5.4d. It shows that 

as θ increases from 0o to 3o, the dome height at the center (r/R = 0) increases slightly.  

        Next, I examine the adhesion strength of the three soft adhesion actuators with 

different θ by measuring the normal adhesion force on a smooth acrylic surface. The 

adhesion strength of the actuator is quantified by measuring the maximum normal adhesion 

force through the pulling force testing as illustrated in Figure 5.4e. The measured adhesion 
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strength as a function of θ is shown in Figure 5.4f. It shows that the maximum adhesion 

force increases approximately linearly with θ and becomes almost doubled as θ increases 

from 0o to 3o.  

        However, such a largely increased adhesion strength with θ observed in experiments 

does not agree well with the theoretical model, where a small increase in the adhesion 

strength with θ is predicted due to the slightly increased cavity volume. The disparity 

results from the different deformation mechanisms for open and close bilayer dome 

structures. For the open bilayer dome actuator without attaching to a surface, i.e. the case 

of simplified model, the structural deformation is mainly determined by the mismatched 

expansion of the top layer induced bilayer bending, i.e. a “pop-up” deformation. However, 

when attaching to a surface, the suction force resulting from the pressure difference is 

absent in the open dome and not considered in the simplified model. The suction force 

intends to pull down the “pop-up” structure, thus generating a potential “bi-stable” dome 

structure, depending on the competition between the “pull-up” force arising from the 

expansion-induced bending and the “pull-down” force arising from the pressure difference 

in the cavity.  

 

Figure 5.5 Deformation bifurcation of adhesion actuator. 
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        In experiment, I do observe the deformation bifurcation in the adhesion actuator 

(Figure 5.5). As the top layer starts to expand, the bilayer structure initially deforms into 

an axisymmetric dome-shape. However, as the pressure difference between the cavity and 

the ambient environment builds up upon further expansion, when beyond certain critical 

point, bifurcation may occur and break the axial symmetry of the dome structure to 

generate an asymmetric dome shape as shown in the left inset of Figure 5.4f and Figure 

5.5. This distorted configuration may weaken the adhesion behavior of the soft adhesion 

actuator upon further pressurization. I note that despite the observed bifurcation in the bi-

stable bilayer doming system, a relatively larger value of height gradient θ (θ > 1.5o), i.e. 

more radial expansion in the center, can help to delay the bifurcation and hold the axial-

symmetric dome-shape configuration even at a large mismatch strain without localized 

structural collapse, thus to enhance the large adhesion force even at a large actuation 

pressure of 40 kPa (Figure 5.4f and right inset). In a contrast, adhesion actuators with 

smaller angle (e.g. θ = 0.45o, 0.9o and 1.35o) deform into distorted shapes (left inset of 

Figure 5.4f) and demonstrate smaller adhesion force at the same actuation condition.  

5.2.5 Gripping Actuator 

        The observed large bending angle at the edge of the bilayer dome structure enables 

the design of a potential gripping actuator by harnessing the controllable bending-induced 

rotation of attached gripper arms for object pick-up and drop-off. As discussed in Section 

5.2.3, a larger expansion close to the edge than around the center in the top layer is preferred 

to achieve a large bending angle φ at the edge. Thus, to further enhance φ for design of 

gripping actuators, I propose a modified design of an annulus-shaped bilayer plate as 
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schematically illustrated in Figure 5.6a, where the central part of the original solid bilayer 

plate-based actuator is cut out with a radius of Rin. Similarly, the top expansion layer is 

embedded with pneumatic spiral channels of the same height, while the layer underneath 

(yellow color) does not expand for strain-limiting purpose. The corresponding simplified 

homogenization bilayer model is shown in Figure 5.6b. Compared to its counterpart 

without cut-out, the annulus-shaped bilayer actuator has two potential benefits: one is to 

achieve a larger φ by manipulating the size of the cut-out and allowing more expansion 

shifting to the outer annulus boundary; the other is to reduce the energy cost to realize the 

same bending angle φ without the need to bend the original top cap region.  

 

Figure 5.6 Schematic on the geometry of the proposed annulus bilayer doming actuator 
with pneumatic spiral channel (a) and the corresponding homogenized annulus bilayer 
doming model (b). The top figure shows the side-view and the bottom shows the top-view 
of the system 
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       To reveal the geometrical effect on the bending angle φ of the annulus bilayer structure, 

some useful insights can be obtained from the theoretical model on the deformation of 

annulus bilayer plates with mismatched expansion stain εm between the bilayer. The height 

uz of the deformed dome structure along the normal direction z-axis can be obtained as 
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The displacement of the film (the orange layer in Figure 5.6a) along the radial direction ur
f 

is: 
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The axial forces in the substrate and film are: 
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The bending moment of the substrate is: 
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Constants A, B ,C and D in Equation (5-4) and Equation (5-5) can be solved by applying 

the boundary conditions: the net force and net moment of the structure at the free edge of 

the bilayer (at r=R and r= Rin) are zero: 
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where the superscripts “s” and “f” denote the substrate and film. By combining Equation 

(5-4)-Equation (5-9) I can solve constants A, B, C and D. Then the doming angle can be 

obtained as: 
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By assuming an approximately constant mismatched strain εm in the annulus bilayer 

actuator with the same channel height, the theoretical prediction of φ for annulus bilayer 

structures with different size of circular cut-out (i.e. Rin/R) is plotted in Figure 5.7a. It shows 

that at the same mismatch strain (e.g. εm = 0.2), the doming angle φ increases almost linearly 

with Rin/R, which means that the actuators with a larger cut-out radius Rin will result in a 

larger bending angle at its outer boundary. For example, for actuators with Rin/R = 0.5, φ 

could reach a large value of over 60o.  

        To validate the model, I build the modified bilayer doming actuators with the same 

size of the outer radius of R = 38 mm but with different cut-out sizes Rin. The other 

geometrical sizes are kept the same (hs = 9 mm, hf = 1mm, hc = 5 mm). Upon the same 
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actuation pressure of 30 kPa, Figure 5.7b shows that as Rin / R increase from 0 (i.e. no cut-

out) to 0.5, correspondingly, φ increases monotonically from ⁓ 41o to ⁓ 51o, which is 

consistent with the model and the expectation that the introduction of cut-out to the solid 

circular bilayer structure can help to enlarge the bending angle at the same actuation 

pressure.        

        Based on the improved doming angle of the modified bilayer doming actuator, next, 

I apply it to design a simple proof-of-concept soft pneumatic gripper. As illustrated in 

Figure 5.7c, the gripper is composed of an annulus pneumatic bilayer soft actuator with 

three 3D printed plastic gripping assistors attached to its edge. As the bilayer doming 

actuator bends up upon pressurization, the attached gripper arms will rotate 

correspondingly toward the center and close its arms to pick up the object. The proof-of-

concept experiment shows that the built gripper actuator (Rin/R = 0.5, R = 38 mm, hs = 9 

mm, hf = 1 mm, hc = 5 mm) can effectively grasp and release the object (e.g. a plastic cup) 

by simply pressurizing and depressurizing the pneumatic channel with a small pressure of 

30 kPa as shown in Figure 5.7d. 
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Figure 5.7 Design of bilayer doming-based soft gripper. (a) Theoretical doming angle vs. 
the normalized radius of the circular cut-out, Rin/R. (b) Measured doming angle as a 
function of Rin/R. (c) Schematic design of a gripper composed of a doming actuator (with 
spiral pneumatic channel) and polymeric grasping assistors (green) around the edge. (d) 
Demonstration of the proposed gripper grasping object. The scale bar is 20mm. 
 

5.3 Experimental Section 

5.3.1 Actuator Fabrication and Adhesion Measurement 

          All pneumatic doming actuators were fabricated following the typical manufacturing 

technique for fluid-driven soft actuators reported by Ref. [105]. Ecoflex 00-50 (Smooth-

on Inc) was used for both pneumatic channeled layer and the strain limiting layer. The two 

layers were directly cast from molds printed by Ultimaker 2+ separately and were cured at 

70oC for two hours. Then I glue the two layers together with Ecoflex 00-50 and cure them 

at 70oC for another 1 hour. 
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          The normal adhesion force of the doming actuator was measured using Instron 5944 

with a 2kN load cell. The soft actuators were pressurized at 40kPa and the extension rate 

of the Instron was 1 mm min-1.  

5.3.2 Digital Image Correlation (DIC) Characterization 

           Speckles were sprayed on the top surface of the soft actuator using an airbrush and 

India ink for DIC measurement. Images of the testing were taken at a rate of 1 fps (VicSnap, 

Correlated Solution) and DIC (Vic-2D, Correlated Solution) was used to track the 

deformation and obtain local strain contours. 

5.3.3 Controlling System 

 

Figure 5.8 Control system for pneumatic actuation  
 
 

5.4 Conclusions 

        In summary, I demonstrate that by controlling the mismatched expansion in a simple 

circular bilayer system, the generated dome-like structure can yield (i) large-volume cavity 

and (ii) large doming angle at the edge, which can be utilized to develop multifunctional 

soft robots with capabilities of swimming, adhesion and grasping. This study serves as a 

guideline for designing doming-based soft robots. I believe that the design principle of 
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harnessing mismatched deformation for designing doming-based actuators could be 

applied to not only elastomeric materials such as the silicone rubber in this study or 

hydrogels actuated by hydraulic pressure, but other stimuli-responsive materials such as 

liquid crystals, shape memory polymer, and dielectric elastomers in response to light, heat, 

and electric field etc. The doming-based bending actuator could find broad potential 

applications in design of multifunctional soft machines such as underwater swimmer, 

climbing soft robots by harnessing the switchable adhesion[178-180], and jumping soft 

robots by harnessing the bistable characteristics of the dome structure[181] etc.  
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CHAPTER 6 CLIMBING SOFT ROBOT 

Note: This Chapter was partially adapted and modified from the publication below: 

Y. Tang*, Q. Zhang, G. Lin and J. Yin*, “Switchable Adhesion Actuator for Amphibious 

Climbing Soft Robot”, Soft Robotics, 5, 5, 592 (2018) 

6.1 Introduction 

        Despite these advancement in locomotive soft robotics, design of amphibious soft 

climbing robots on ground and under water remains to be explored, the study of which 

could largely push the boundaries of robot capabilities and multifunctionality[182]. 

Climbing, as one of the most fundamental locomotion modes in nature, has long been 

fascinating to the researchers in the biological and robotics field due to its potential 

applications in intelligent surveillance, inspection, maintenance, and detection under 

environments away from the ground [183]. Given the harsh working environment (e.g. 

high altitude), when compared to rigid robots, climbing robots made of soft materials could 

largely increase the chance of surviving a fall due to their extreme compliance. To counter 

the gravity force, the main challenge of self-supported climbing robots lies in the design of 

fast, switchable, and strong adhesion actuators for not only easily attaching and detaching 

the targeted vertical surfaces upon actuation for locomotion, but allowing certain load-

carrying capability for potential functionality under different complex 2D or 3D working 

environment[179]. In rigid climbing robots constructed from rigid links and adhesion pads, 

the adhesion to surfaces has been achieved through two major mechanisms: gecko inspired 

micro-fibrillar adhesives for dry and directional adhesion [179, 182, 184-186] and octopus 

inspired suckers for vacuum suction adhesion[177, 187-190]. However, it remains very 

challenging to either apply the gecko-inspired adhesives for wet adhesion and underwater 
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locomotion, or directly transfer air-pumping suckers to design soft climbing robotics due 

to the potential issue of structure failure. For example, vacuum pumping a suction cup 

made of extremely soft materials (e.g. ecoflex, elastosil, hydrogel etc) can easily lead to 

the collapse of the soft structure[155, 161], thus fails to achieve desired strong and stable 

adhesion upon actuation.  

        To address the challenge, here, I propose a novel soft adhesion actuator that allows 

for switchable and strong dry/wet adhesion without structural collapse upon rapid actuation. 

The soft adhesion actuator is made of extremely soft elastomer ecoflex and composed of 

two layers with an embedded spiral pneumatic channel on top of a cylindrical chamber. 

Rather than the traditional way of applying negative pressure for suction adhesion (i.e. 

pumping air out of the chamber for vacuum), I use positive pressure to deform the planar 

bilayer structured soft actuator into an inflated 3D domed shape for achieving stable and 

switchable adhesion. Guided by a simplified bilayer doming model, I conduct a parametric 

study on manipulating the geometry of the adhesion actuator for achieving high and stable 

shear adhesion force. Based on this adhesion actuator, then I design and fabricate an 

inchworm-inspired amphibious soft robot that can climb and walk on ground and under 

water. I demonstrate and characterize its wide capability of vertical climbing on various 

types of surfaces with certain load-carrying capability, including smooth, semi-smooth, dry, 

wet, and slippery surfaces, as well as underwater walking and climbing. 

6.2 Soft Adhesion Actuator 

        Figure 6.1a shows the schematics of doming-based switchable adhesion actuator. It is 

composed of a bilayer structure with an embedded pneumatic spiral channel on the top and 

a cylindrical chamber (cavity) underneath (right of Figure 6.1a). The soft actuator is 
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fabricated by curing elastomer (Ecoflex 00-50, Smooth-on Inc.) in 3D printed molds 

followed by demolding. Figure 6.1b shows the fabricated soft adhesion actuator before (left) 

and after actuation (right) by depressurizing/pressurizing the spiral pneumatic channel on 

the top, respectively.  

        The working mechanism for actuating the switchable adhesion is demonstrated in 

Chapter 5 and is schematically re-illustrated in Figure 6.1c. Octopus-sucker exhibits strong 

adhesion by generating pressure difference between the cavity inside the suckers and outer 

circumstance upon muscle contraction to squeeze out the air in the cavity. Rather than 

squeezing air or water out of the cavity in the octopus sucker, I inflate air into the channel 

on the top to generate a negative pressure in its underneath cavity for achieving adhesion. 

After inflating air into the spiral channel on the top, it will generate mismatched expanding 

deformation between the two layers and deform the planar structure into a 3D dome shape 

after actuation[191, 192] (right of Figure 6.1b and Figure 6.1c). Consequently, the 

connecting underneath chamber (cavity) deforms coherently into a dome shape with an 

increased volume of (Vo + ΔV) (Vo is the original volume of the chamber or cavity and ΔV 

is the volume change).  
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Figure 6.1 Design of soft adhesion actuators. (a) Schematic design of the bilayer adhesion 
actuator with embedded spiral-shape pneumatic channel on the top and a cylindrical 
chamber or cavity underneath. (b) The as-fabricated adhesion actuator (left) deforms into 
a dome-shape upon pressurization in the air channel (right). (c) Schematic of the 
mechanism for switchable adhesion in the adhesion actuator upon pneumatic pressurization. 
Left: adhesion-off state, Right: adhesion-on state. 
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          For the case of on ground, before actuation, the cavity is filled with atmosphere air 

and its pressure inside is equal to the atmosphere pressure Po. Upon actuation, the increased 

volume leads to a pressure drop ΔP in the cavity in terms of Po Vo = (Po − ΔP)(Vo + ΔV), 

thus, it generates a pressure difference ΔP between the internal cavity Pc and the external 

circumstance Po, i.e. ΔP = Po − Pc, forcing the soft actuator to conformably attach the 

foreign surface with its extreme compliance. The generated adhesion force is mainly 

determined by the pressure difference ΔP inside and outside the cavity, which can be tuned 

by manipulating the geometrical size of the actuator, including the channel size, the layer 

thickness above (h0) and underneath (h1) the spiral channel, and the cavity volume (Figure 

6.1c). For the case of under water, before actuation, the cavity is filled with a volume Vo 

of water rather than air on ground. Upon actuation, the increased volume of the cavity leads 

to a nearly vacuum space inside with Pc ⁓ 0, thus it will result in a larger pressure difference 

inside and outside the cavity when compared to the case of on ground (the details will be 

discussed later).       

        Based on this simple method of generating adhesion force via doming-induced 

pressure difference, I can rapidly and reversibly switch on and off the adhesion actuator by 

simply pressurizing and depressurizing the embedded spiral channel, respectively. It 

should be noted that the traditional suction actuator, by means of directly pumping air out 

of the cavity for vacuum-induced adhesion, will lead to the collapse of the soft structure 

structure[155, 161] due to its highly deformable and extreme compliance characteristics. 

In contrast, the positive pressure based soft adhesion actuator is more stable and 

controllable. Pneumatic inflation into the soft adhesion actuator can help stiffen the soft 

structure, thus retains and enhances the structural stability of the suction cup.  
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6.3 Modeling of Adhesion Actuator  

        I employ the same bilayer model as in Chapter 5, which is with nonuniform 

axisymmetric mismatched expansion between circular-shaped layers [169], to understand 

the volume change in the cavity after doming.  

 

Figure 6.2 (a) Schematic of continuum thin film/substrate bilayer system with misfit strain 
for deforming into a doming shape. (b) Schematic of the proposed bilayer doming model 
with pneumatic spiral channel. (c) DIC test of the channeled layer (indicated by blue in (b)) 
upon 4mL inflation shows the radial strain contour. (d) The measured expansion rate of the 
top layer along the radial direction. 

 

          For a bilayer system composed of a circular thin film (thickness of hf) on a substrate 

(thickness of hs) with radius of R as shown in Figure 6.2a (hf   hs), when it is subjected to 

a nonuniform but axisymmetric misfit strain εm (r) along the radial direction r, the height 

uz of the deformed dome structure along the normal direction z-axis can be obtained as 

[168]:  
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where E and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The subscripts “f” and “s” 

represent the film and substrate, respectively. r (or η) is the radial distance from the center. 

A is a constant to be determined by satisfying the assumed boundary condition of uz (R) = 

0. When applying the continuum bilayer model to the adhesion actuator as shown in Figure 

6.2b, I assume that hf and hs take the value of (h1 – h0) and (2h0 + hc), respectively, i.e. hf = 

h1 – h0 and hs = 2h0 + hc. I also assume the same materials properties, E and ν, for both the 

film and substrate. Here, I take a simplified homogenized bilayer model by neglecting the 

detailed channeled structure in the top layer while considering the mismatched expansion 

induced by pressurization in the channel. Then Equation (6-1) becomes: 
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           (6-2) 

Upon expansion of the top layer, the volume change of the cavity can be obtained as: 

R

0
2 zV ru drp =                                                                                                           (6-3) 

It should be noted that Equation (3) ignores the displacement along the radial direction 

since this displacement is significantly small when the thickness of the cup (the thin wall 

that wraps around the cavity) is large, which will limit the radial expansion of the whole 

structure. Then I can determine the pressure difference between the cavity of air and 

atmosphere upon actuation as below: 
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Utilizing Equations (6-2) – (6-4), the pressure change of the cavity for a bilayer doming 

system upon actuation can be predicted. It can be seen that the expansion difference εm (r) 

between the two layers plays a dominant role in determining the pressure change. 

        To determine the expansion εm along the radial direction in our adhesion actuator, I 

use the digital image correlation (DIC) to track the expansion of the top layer and thus 

quantify εm as a function of r upon inflation. Figure 6.2c show the DIC image on the radial 

strain contour of the top-view adhesion actuator, where the measured expansion coefficient 

as a function of the radial position upon 4mL air inflation is plotted in Figure 6.2d. The 

measurement shows that εm varies significantly along the radial direction despite the 

constant height of the channel, where the expansion rate increases nonlinearly from zero 

in the center to arrive its peak at r/R ≈ 0.8, and then decreases to approximately zero at the 

edge of the actuator. After substituting the fitted experimental curve of εm into Equation 

(6–2) – (6–3) (red dashed line expressed by 3 20.75 0.817 0.05 0.005m r r re = - + - +  with 

Rr r= ), the theoretical volume change of the adhesion actuator upon actuation can be 

predicted as ∆V/Vo = 0.16, which agrees very well with our measured volume change upon 

4mL inflation: ∆V/Vo = 0.14 ± 0.02 despite the simplified model. 

6.4 Effect of the Geometric Parameters on Adhesion 

        Our pneumatic adhesion actuator itself is a complicated system and its adhesion 

behavior is determined by a couple of characterized geometric parameters. In this research, 

among them, I focus on three major parameters governing the doming deformation of an 

adhesion actuator with a given radius R and air channel size, namely, the layer thickness 
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h1 between the spiral channel and the cavity and the height of the cavity h2 (Figure 6.1c), 

which mainly determine the deformation governed volume change in the cavity, as well as 

the “density” of the spiral channel for a high expansion by manipulating the distance 

between the channel. The strength of the adhesion actuator is quantified by measuring the 

maximum shear adhesion force Smax through pure shear testing as schematically illustrated 

in Figure 6.3a. Smax is defined as the critical pull-off shear force to detach or slide along 

the substrate surface. Figure 6.3b shows the result of the measured Smax of the soft adhesion 

actuator on a smooth acrylic surface as a function of the volume of input air into the spiral 

pneumatic channel. As the volume of inflated air increases, the soft adhesion actuator 

deforms gradually into a dome shape with an increasing dome height. The measured 

maximum shear adhesion first increases monotonically and then approach a plateau with 

an actuation pressure of 62kPa. In the following experimental test, the measurement of the 

shear adhesion force is conducted by attaching the actuator to the same smooth acrylic 

surface at the same actuation pressure of around 62kPa.  
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Figure 6.3 (a) Schematic of shear adhesion test of the adhesion actuator. (b) The measured 
shear adhesion force as a function of the input air volume. (c-d) The measured maximum 
shear adhesion force (pressurized at 62kPa) attached to acrylic surfaces by varying h1/ h0 

(h2 = 2.7mm) and h2 (h1/ h0 = 1.35) as illustrated in Figure 6.1c. (e) Schematic of the 
adhesion actuator without cavity underneath the channel (i.e. h2=0), showing less contact 
with the substrate upon pressurization. (f) The maximum shear adhesion force (pressurized 
at 62kPa) vs. the number of revolutions of the spiral structure in a unit volume (yellow). 

 

          The results of the parametric studies (Figure 6.3c-f) show that to achieve both a high 

and robust adhesion force, a moderate value of h1/ h0 and h2, as well as a relatively higher 

number of revolutions in the spiral pneumatic channel is recommended. When h2 = 2.7 mm 

is fixed, Figure 6.3c shows that as h1/ h0 (h1/ h0 ≥ 1) increases, Smax increases first and 

arrives at its peak value at h1/ h0 = 1.35, then it decreases with further increase of h1/ h0. It 

is reasonable that when h1/ h0 is relatively small and close to 1, upon pressurization, the 
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deformation in the bilayer structure is dominated by the structural radial expansion rather 

than doming, leading to a small out-of-plane doming height uz, as evidenced by Equation 

(6-2), thus a weak adhesion. However, when h1/ h0 becomes relatively large, it will require 

more inflation to bend the thicker envelope of the cavity. Similarly, it will also result in a 

weak adhesion due to the relatively increased bending stiffness of the bottom cavity 

structure. Thus, in the following, I choose h1/ h0 = 1.35 for our adhesion actuator due to its 

exhibited largest shear adhesion force. 

          Regarding the effect of the cavity volume, Figure 6.3d shows that a smaller cavity 

volume (small h2) leads to a larger shear adhesion force while keeping other parameters 

constant. It can be explained as below: I assume that the volume change (∆V) of the cavity 

is mainly determined by h0 and h1 rather than h2. A relatively smaller initial cavity volume 

(Vo) produces a larger value of ∆V/Vo, thus a larger pressure difference ΔP in terms of 

Equation (6-4) and a higher Smax. I find that the strongest adhesion is achieved by setting 

the actuator without a cavity on the bottom, i.e. h2 = 0. Despite the strongest adhesion, a 

potential issue of unstable contact with the target surface exists for the case without a cavity. 

I observe that upon actuation, this non-cavity-based adhesion actuator has less contact with 

the substrate (Figure 6.3e) when compared to those with a relatively larger cavity space, 

which makes it difficult to firmly conform to the substrate surface, especially on semi-

smooth surfaces, thus it becomes more susceptible to potential air leaking. Therefore, a 

balance between the good conformability of the adhesion actuator and its adhesion force 

upon pressurization should be considered for the design of climbing soft robots (here I 

choose h2 = 2.7 mm for a good balance).  
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        Similarly, to achieve a high adhesion force, I can increase the “density” of the spiral 

channel. Here the “density” of the spiral channel is defined as the ratio of the volume that 

the spiral channel occupies with respect to the volume of the adhesion actuator. Since this 

“density” can be determined by multiple geometric parameters, for simplicity, here I 

mainly vary the number of revolutions for the spiral channel within the same unit volume 

(indicated by yellow in the inset of Figure 6.3f) by tuning the distance between the spiral 

while keeping other geometrical parameters unchanged. Figure 6.3f shows that, upon the 

same actuation condition (62kPa), as the number of revolutions increases, the maximum 

shear adhesion increases monotonically and then approach a plateau. Thus, a relatively 

larger number of 4 revolutions is chosen for the spiral shape to ensure the good adhesion 

performance of our adhesion actuator in the following.           

6.5 Amphibious Climbing Soft Robot (ACSR) 

        Equipped with the information of designing the adhesion actuator with high and 

robust adhesion forces, next, I use the adhesion actuator to design an amphibious climbing 

soft robot by combining with a soft bending actuator for locomotion on ground and under 

water.  

        Figure 6.4a schematically shows our bio-inspired design of the ACSR by mimicking 

the locomotion of an inchworm[125]. The fabricated ACSR under an actuated and bended 

state is shown in Figure 6.4b. Similar to an inchworm, ACSR consists of three actuation 

parts (Figure 6.4a): two adhesion actuators on both ends mimicking the head and tail of an 

inchworm, which enables a strong switchable adhesion force required for attaching and 

detaching on target surfaces as discussed above; one classic pneumatic bending actuator 

[105, 162] in the middle to mimic the inchworm’s bendable soft body for the locomotion 
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purpose. It has embedded rectangular wave-like pneumatic channels in the hyperelastic 

elastomer (highlighted in blue in Figure 6.4b) and bonded with a strain-limiting layer 

(highlighted in gold color in Figure 6.4b, Staples® card stock paper) on its bottom. 

Combined with the adhesion actuator, the bending actuator will drive the locomotion of 

the soft machine via bending/unbending its soft body upon pressurization/depressurization. 

 

Figure 6.4 Design of an amphibious climbing soft robot (ACSR). (a) Side view (top) and 
top view (bottom) of the schematic design of the ACSR composed of two adhesion 
actuators (two sides with embedded spiral channels) for switchable adhesion, and one 
bending actuator (middle with rectangular wave-like channels) for locomotion driven by 
pneumatic pressurization. (b)  A fabricated ACSR from the design in (a) under a bended 
state upon pneumatic pressurizing the bending actuator to mimic the locomotion of an 
inchworm (top right inset).  

 

          In addition to the three actuators, a hard polylactide (PLA) plastic slider (Figure 6.4b) 

is built to connect the two adhesion actuators. The connector will allow the two adhesion 

actuators to translate and move freely along the slider within the same plane only. 
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Meanwhile, it will constrain their possible rotation movement to prevent their detachment 

or fall from the target surface, especially for climbing vertical surfaces. Thus, the slider 

will force the two adhesion actuators to firmly contact the substrate during the walking and 

climbing locomotion. Furthermore, the slider plays another role as a hard skeleton, 

providing the soft machine with enough support and stability.  

          By pneumatically actuating the three actuators in sequence with a pneumatic control 

system (I use the same controlling system as shown in Figure 5.8), I demonstrate both the 

walking (Figure 6.5a) and climbing (Figure 6.5b) modes of the designed soft machine on 

a smooth and dry surface (e.g. an acrylic plate) with a certain load-carrying capability. One 

cycle of the locomotion of the ACSR involves five sequential steps. First, its “head” is 

pressurized (~62kPa) to adhere to the target surface (Figure 6.5a(i) and Figure 6.5b(i)). 

Second, its soft “body” is then activated and becomes bended by pressurization (~100kPa) 

to move its “tail” and pull the carried load forward (horizontal surface, Figure 6.5a(ii)) or 

upward (vertical surface, Figure 6.5b(ii)) for a load-carrying locomotion. Third, its “tail” 

is actuated through pressurization (~62kPa) to attach to the substrate, which will help to 

hold the carried load (Figure 6.5a(iii) and Figure 6.5b(iii)). Fourth, the “head” is switched 

to an adhesion-off state by depressurization to release the adhesion (Figure 6.5a(iv) and 

Figure 6.5b(iv)). Last, I depressurize and unbend the soft “body” to release the stored 

bending energy to push its adhesion-off-state “head” to move forward along the slider 

(Figure 6.5a(v) and Figure 6.5b(v)). Simply repeating the sequential steps above can 

achieve an effective locomotion with a large translation distance (After one cycle, the soft 

robot can move a distance of about 38 mm. The locomotion speed is about 286 mm/min). 
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The motion of the soft machine can be actively tuned and controlled by varying the 

pneumatic pressurization and adjusting geometric parameters of the slider. 

           

 

Figure 6.5 Demonstration of the walking and climbing mode of ACSR with a carried load 
on ground. (a) snapshots of its walking mode on a smooth acrylic surface with a carried 
load of a 350g weight by actuating the three adhesion and bending actuators in 5 sequential 
steps from (i) to (v). In the bottom left inset, green color indicates the pressurization into 
the channel while grey color represents the depressurization, correspondingly, either the 
adhesion or bending actuator is on and off upon actuation or de-actuation. (b) 
Demonstration of the sequential actuating adhesion and bending actuators for vertical 
climbing on an acrylics surface with a carried load of 200g. 

 

          Compared to previously reported soft machines[193], one of the advantages of the 

proposed soft robot is that it can carry more loads with the help of the adhesion actuator. 

For example, on a horizontal flat surface (Figure 6.5a), our robot can drag a 350g steel bar 

(I didn’t use wheels to decrease the friction). When the soft robot climbs on a vertical 

surface (acrylics), it can easily lift up a 200g steel bar (Figure 6.5b).  

6.6 Climbing Soft Robots on Multiple Types of Surfaces           

        In addition to its climbing on smooth and dry surfaces (e.g. the acrylic sheet), I further 

examine its climbing capability on multiple different types of surfaces, including semi-
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rough surfaces (e.g. rough sandpaper and indoor painted wall) as well as wet or slippery 

lubricated surfaces. It shows that the proposed climbing soft robot can even carry a load of 

200g to climb on a variety of surfaces, including dry, wet, slippery, and semi-rough 

surfaces (Figure 6.6a). 

        The maximum load-carrying capacity of the soft climbing machine is mainly 

determined by the maximum shear adhesion force Smax of the adhesion actuator. To better 

understand its load-carrying capacity and climbing capability, I conduct the measurements 

of the generated maximum shear adhesion force Smax on various surfaces, including 

acrylics, glass, steel, and paper. All the measurements were conducted under the same 

actuation pressure of 62kPa with a corresponding pressure of ~0.476atm inside the cavity. 

The measurement results (Figure 6.6b) show that different types of the substrate materials 

do not significantly affect the maximum adhesion force that the adhesion actuator can 

generate. The measured adhesion force ranges from about 6N to 8N on all the measured 

dry and smooth substrates, indicating a strong loading capacity of carrying objects that are 

60-80 times the weight of adhesion actuator itself (10g) on vertical smooth surfaces. \ 
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Figure 6.6 Characterization of adhesion force and demonstration of vertical climbing of 
ASCR on different substrates with carried load. (a) Demonstration of the soft robot’s wide 
capability of climbing on different types of vertical surfaces with a carried 200g load, (i) 
wet acrylics, (ii) lubricated slippery acrylics, (iii) semi-rough sandpaper, (iv) interior 
painted wall. (b) Summarization of the measured maximum shear adhesion force upon the 
same pressurization on different types of substrates.  

 

          For wet surfaces, experimental result shows that the shear adhesion force of the 

adhesion actuator on wet acrylics (~6.96N) is slightly smaller than that on dry acrylics 

(7.97N), thus, it can still function under more challenging circumstance, for example, 

outdoor performance during the rainy days. For slippery surfaces, such as acrylics surfaces 

sprayed with lubrication liquid (PVA Release Film, Fiber Glast Development Corporation), 

the measured maximum shear adhesion force shows a much larger error deviation, which 

is mainly attributed to the amount of lubrication liquid sprayed on the surface. For a tested 

acrylics surface (surface area = 64cm2) sprayed uniformly with 0.4g lubrication liquid, Smax 

is measured to be 6.23N, which is close to its performance on dry acrylics. The exhibited 

strong adhesion of the proposed adhesion actuator accounts for the soft robot’s climbing 

on wet and even slippery surfaces, which remains very challenging for conventional 

locomotive soft robots without adhesion actuator due to their low surface friction.  
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          Next, the possibility of the soft robot’s climbing on semi-smooth surfaces is further 

examined. Here, semi-smooth surfaces are defined as lightly rough surfaces with the 

roughness amplitude (arithmetical mean height Sa) smaller than 20μm. As a proof of 

concept, I use a lightly rough sandpaper (Norton, grit number =180, Sa =17.43μm) as the 

targeted climbing semi-smooth surface. The maximum shear adhesion force of the 

adhesion actuator on the sandpaper is measured to be 8.95N, which is even larger than 

those on smooth surfaces after the bottom surface treatment of the adhesion actuator. This 

enhanced adhesion is due to the relatively larger friction of semi-smooth surfaces compared 

to that of smooth surfaces. With this strong adhesion, I successfully demonstrate the 

climbing of the soft robot on semi-smooth surfaces, including both sandpaper (Figure 

6.6a(iii)) and indoor decoration painting wall carrying a load of 200g. It should be noted 

that to promote their contact and adhesion to the semi-smooth climbing surfaces, I did some 

treatment to flatten the bottom surface of the adhesion actuators. This flatten-treatment is 

necessary and required, especially for climbing on semi-smooth substrates since it  can 

increase the direct contact[194, 195] of the bottoms of adhesion actuators on a target 

surface. Thus, it can prevent air leaking and increase the conformability of the adhesion 

actuator on foreign surfaces, as well as increase the friction between the soft machine and 

the substrates.  
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Figure 6.7 Surface treatment to bottom of the adhesion actuator. (a) SEM images of the 
bottom surface without treatment (left), as well as treated with lightly-rough patterns (right) 
and flat bottom (bottom). (b) The corresponding measured maximum shear adhesion force 
of the adhesion actuator with and without bottom-surface-treatment on smooth (acrylics) 
and semi-smooth substrate surfaces (sandpaper, grit number = 180) upon pressurization 
(62kPa). (c) Schematic of fabrication of bottom-treated soft adhesion actuator. For the 
bottom-treatment layer, I use double-sided tape (ARclad 7876, Adhesives Research) to 
produce the actuator with flat bottom and use sandpaper (grit number = 180) to produce 
actuator with lightly-rough bottom. (d) Schematic of fabrication of the bottom-treated 
ACSR. 
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6.7 Climbing and walking under water 

 

Figure 6.8 Demonstration of ACSR’s capability for underwater climbing and walking on 
glass. (a) Walking under water on a smooth glass; (b) Climbing a vertical glass wall under 
water with a carried load of 200g.  

 

          Last, I demonstrate the potential application of the soft adhesion actuator to design 

underwater walking and climbing soft robots. The maximum shear adhesion force of the 

adhesion actuator on a glass surface under water is measured to be ~10.62N when subjected 

to 62kPa pressurization, which is even larger than its dry adhesion of ~7.51N on glass 

surface in air. The reason for the larger adhesion under water may be due to that the increase 

in volume of the cavity will pull the water inside in tension, resulting in a decrease in 

internal water pressure[187, 196]. This pressure drop in liquid may generate a larger 

differential between the ambient pressure and the pressure of the cavity compared to 

actuator that is used in the air, thus leading to a firmer attachment of the adhesion actuator. 

With this improved adhesion, I successfully demonstrate that the soft robot can walk 

(Figure 6.8a) and climb (Figure 6.8b) smoothly under water (limited to smooth surfaces) 

on the glass surface with a certain amount of loading capability.  
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6.8 Experimental Methods 

6.8.1 Fabrication of ACSR 

          I fabricated the Amphibious Climbing Soft Robot (ASCR) following two steps. First, 

I 3D-print (Ultimaker 2+) the first mold (Mold-1) shown in Figure 6.9a, which includes 

spiral and rectangular wave-like channels. The top-layer elastomer (white color, Ecoflex 

00-50, Smooth-on Inc.) is cured in this mold for two hours at room temperature. Second, I 

print the second mold (Mold-2) shown in Figure 6.9b. I position the strain-limiting layer 

(gold color, Staples card stock paper) into this mold and then pour ecoflex inside. Then I 

put the top layer on this mold and it will automatically glue with the ecoflex inside the 

mold after two-hour curing at room temperature. Figure 6.9c shows the fabricated ASCR 

after demolding. To guarantee that the ecoflex is fully cured, I cure ASCR in oven at 70 oC 

for another 2 hours. 

 

Figure 6.9 (a-c) Schematic of fabrication of Amphibious Climbing Soft Robot (ASCR); (d) 
Top view of Mold-1; (e) Top and side views of Mold-2.   
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Figure 6.10 Schematic of fabrication of the soft adhesion actuator. 

 

 

Figure 6.11 Isometric view of the slider 

 

6.8.2 Shear Adhesion Test for Adhesion Actuator 

          Characterization of shear adhesion force of adhesion actuators is performed using 

Instron 5944 with a 2kN loading cell at a uniaxial extension rate of 5mm min-1. All 

actuators in this test are pressurized at the same magnitude of 62kPa, generating a 0.476atm 

pressure within the cavity. 
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6.8.3 Surface Treatment for Climbing on Semi-smooth Surface 

          I find that the ASCR fabricated by the steps above works well on smooth surfaces, 

such as polished metal or glass surfaces. However, when applied on semi-smooth surfaces, 

such as indoor painting wall and slightly rough metal surface, the adhesion actuator cannot 

attach onto the target surface upon actuation because of air leaking from the cavity. This 

air leaking issue is due to the texture feature of filament-extrusion-based 3-D printer, which 

exhibits parallel-line texture feature as shown in the left scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) image in Figure 6.7a. This texture feature generates channels, i.e. mountains and 

valleys on the bottoms of the cured ecoflex, which leads to air leaking from the cavity.   

          To address this air leaking issue, I did surface treatment to the bottoms of adhesion 

actuator which can increase direct contact at the contacting interface and thus prevent air 

leaking. I have used two methods to do the surface treatment: (1) flatten the bottom of 

adhesion actuator (the bottom SEM image in Figure 6.7a. (2) make the bottom of adhesion 

actuator slightly rough (right SEM image in Figure 6.7a. The fabrication of bottom-treated 

adhesion actuator and bottom-treated ASCR are shown in Figure 6.7c and 6.7d, 

respectively. 

          I characterize the maximum shear adhesion force of soft adhesion actuator with flat 

bottom and lightly-rough bottom on both smooth and semi-smooth surfaces, and then 

compare them with the as-fabricated adhesion actuator without bottom surface treatment. 

The result in Figure 6.7b shows that, for targeted smooth substrate surfaces (acrylics), the 

flattening surface treatment on the bottoms of the soft adhesion actuator does improve the 

shear adhesion force but not significantly, while the lightly rough surface treatment shows 

negligible effect. In contrast, for targeted semi-smooth substrate surfaces (Norton 
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sandpaper, grit number = 180), the surface treatment either by flattening or lightly 

roughening significantly improves the shear adhesion force and both methods show similar 

strong adhesion, while the as-fabricated adhesion actuator shows little adhesion and fails 

to attach a targeted semi-smooth substrate surface. Therefore, in this dissertation, I choose 

the flat bottom treatment for the ASCR since it works well on both smooth and semi-

smooth surfaces and thus guarantees no air leaking from the cavity of the adhesion 

actuators. 

6.9 Conclusions 

        In conclusion, I designed a bioinspired simple, novel proof-of-concept amphibious 

soft robot that can walk horizontally and climb vertically on different types of smooth, 

semi-smooth, dry, wet, or slippery substrates with a certain load-carrying capability on 

ground and under water. The success lies in our new design of soft adhesion actuators with 

embedded spiral pneumatic channels for switchable, strong, and mechanically robust 

adhesion on different types of surfaces upon pressurization. The soft adhesion actuator 

provides a new platform for designing soft robots that can operate on vertical surfaces and 

work under water, which could find potential applications in design of switchable adhesion 

materials, object transportation[118], wall-cleaning[197], camouflage machine[119], and 

underwater soft machines etc.  

        Despite the promise, some limitations of this work exist. One limitation of the current 

ACSR is that it only exhibits single degree-of-freedom in motion by using the classic 

pneumatic bending actuator[105, 162]. Since the aim of this research is to realize the 

climbing of a robust soft robot on vertical surfaces, I focus on the adhesion behavior of the 

proposed soft adhesion actuator rather than developing a high degree-of-freedom driving 
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actuator. However, the driving actuator is crucial for soft robots because it determines the 

gaits and locomoting efficiency of the soft robot. Therefore, ongoing work will aim at 

modification of ACSR to realize faster speed and more locomotion types (e.g. turning, 

locomoting on ceiling and switching between different dimensions etc.) using a driving 

actuator with 3D mobility.  
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CHAPTER 7 FUTURE WORKS 

7.1 Adaptive Rotation- Based Kirigami Metamaterials and Kirigami Robotics 

          In Chapter 2 – Chapter 4, I can see that the high stretchability of square/rectangle-

unit kirigami arises from the free-rotation hinges between the units. Theoretically, a level-

1 structure can be stretched with 41%. However, this theoretical expandability of this type 

of kirigami is hard to achieve especially when the structure is composed of rigid or semi-

rigid material. For example, even with our dog-bone-shape design for the hinges, the 

maximum stretchability of acrylics kirigami is only 9%, much smaller than its theoretical 

counterpart (41%). This low strechability in rigid/semi-rigid kirigami structure, as 

discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, is due to the high stress concentration at the hinges 

(Figure 3.3), which leads to an early rupture of kirigami structure upon stretching. This 

fragility at hinges motivate a novel hinges-design which can implement the semi-free-

rotation of units around the hinges, indicating a much lower stress concentration at the 

hinges compared with regular hinges and dog-shape hinges, and thus providing the 

kirigmai structure with much larger strechability and expandability. 

           The new hinges-design is shown in Figure 7.1, I replace the regular hinges with 

triangular-shape origami-hinges (Figure 7.1a), which can be fold along pre-set creases 

(mountain creases denoted by orange and valley creases denoted by blue) and thus results 

in the rotation of unit cells around the hinges (Figure 7.2b). This origami-hinge is 

advantageous over previous design mainly in two aspects. First, the origami hinge plays a 

role similar to a free joint: the rigid plates will rotate around the creases, instead of being 

directly stretched or compressed. Therefore, the hinge areas are expected to have much 

smaller stress concentration compared with regular hinges and thus can provide the 
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kirigami structure with great stretchability. Second, due to the existence of folding creases, 

the out-of-plane deformation of square-unit kirigami can be achieved by varying the 

folding angles of different creases (Figure 7.2d), thus leading to a wider range of 

configurations and morphologies of kirigmai structure upon deformation. In a sharp 

contrast, square-unit kirigami with regular hinges made with semi-rigid materials (i.e. 

paper) can only deform within the plane because of its non-flexible hinges.  

 

Figure 7.1 Square-unit kirigami with triangular-shape origami hinges. (a) Schematic of 
square-unit kirigami with triangular-shape origami hinges. The red sold line indicates the 
cuts. The blue dashed lines denote valley creases for folding and the orange dashed line 
denote the mountain creases. (b) Rotation of square units around the hinges. (c) the rotation 
angle between units. (d) Four configuration can be achieved by varying folding angles of 
creases. 
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          Utilizing the various configurations of the square-unit kirigami achieved by applying 

triangular-shape origami at hinges, I propose a multi-functional kirigami robot which can 

implement functionalities including grasping, jumping, walking and flying (Figure 7.2). 

This kirigami machine is expected to be actuated by pneumatic device or shape memory 

alloy[198]. The detailed selection of geometric parameters (i.e. θ1, θ2… θ6) of the kirigami 

structure (Figure 7.1) and actuation method for the kirigami robot will be investigated in 

the future. 

 

Figure 7.2 A multi-function kirigami robot based on origami hinges.  
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7.2 Hybrid Soft Robotics 

          Despite the advances of soft robotics in compliance, it still remains very challenged 

to fabricate soft robots that demonstrate comparable capabilities with rigid robots in force-

exertion, velocity, precision and reliability, therefore may limiting their potentials for more 

practical utilities in the fields such as high-speed locomotive robots and high-strength 

object manipulation (grippers) [157], etc. To bridge the gap between soft robots and rigid 

robots, a hybrid system that combines soft and rigid materials may be the best candidate 

since it can benefit from large portion of all the characteristics provided by both materials, 

therefore can simultaneously achieve compliancypaper and strength [199, 200].  

          However, if the terminology “hybrid” is not strictly defined in robotics filed, many 

robots could be claimed to be hybrid: for example, a continuous soft robot that attached 

with functional rigid components, e.g. a camera [201] or friction pads [202, 203], or an 

untethered soft robot equipped with onboard control system (mostly rigid) [116, 204]. To 

the best of our knowledge, these robots should be still classified as soft robots since their 

rigid parts do not compensate sufficient strength to their low-modulus soft bodies. 

Therefore, to avoid confusion in this work, I refer “hybrid robot” as a robot with compliant 

body but enclosed with a rigid skeleton throughout its body that provides overall strength. 

The biological counterpart of such robot in nature is spined animals (vertebrate).  

          Biological demography shows that spined animals are mostly faster, stronger and 

bigger in size compared with soft bodied animals (although there are few exceptions such 

as octopus which can be 10 m long). This makes us believe that an idea hybrid robot should 

be advantageous over continuum soft robot at least in some aspects such as force exertion, 

velocity and precision. Unfortunately, in many existing artificial systems, the direct 
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combination of soft actuators/ robots with rigid structure, although always corresponds to 

a higher precision, does no show significant enhancement, or even drop, in force exertion 

and velocity unless increasing the energy input [205]. One example is the soft pneumatic 

bending actuator [105, 119, 162]. When it is attached with a rigid layer for curvature control 

purpose [206, 207], in most cases, demonstrates smaller force and speed compared with its 

purely soft counterpart when actuated with the same input signal. In addition, the right 

coupling between soft robots / actuators and rigid components plays a dominant role in 

determining the performances of the hybrid system. Unfortunately, the corresponding 

underlying mechanism is not symmetrically studied yet to allow a comprehensive 

exploration of such system. 

 

Figure 7.3 Hybrid soft robotics composed of three elements: soft materials; rigid spine; 
and force amplifier  
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          To address the challenges, I envision a novel hybrid soft & rigid system (Figure 7.3) 

which is composed of three basic elements (in additional to the control and power sources): 

(1) soft actuators that provide the system with compliance and safe interaction with the 

surroundings. (2) a rigid skeleton that ensures precise deformation and structural stability; 

(3) and an active/ passive amplifier that enlarges the force and velocity through enabling 

controllable snap-through instabilities. In comparison with soft systems with entirely 

compliant bodies and the regular hybrid robots as discussed above, the proposed hybrid 

system is expected to demonstrate improved speed and force-output, as well as showing 

wide-range variable stiffness, tunable bistability, higher precision and lower energy 

consumption, meanwhile does not sacrifice its “soft” features. This design principle will 

inspire me to design and fabricate two novel hybrid soft actuators, which are respectively 

based on bending and doming (insets of Figure 7.3).  
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7.3 Magnetic-Actuated Untethered Soft Robotics 

        Soft robotics controlled by magnetic field are mostly composed of magnetic actuated 

soft materials [208], which are made of soft materials matrix, such as hydrogel and silicone, 

embedded with magnetic particles (such as NdFeB). Such magnetic actuated soft materials 

create much faster shape changes compared with other smart active materials upon 

actuation, making it one of the best candidate for building multifunctional high-speed soft 

robotics, especially at small scale. Utilizing the complex shape changes of magnetic-

actuated soft materials, Hu et al. [107] have developed multimodal locomotive soft robot 

with capabilities of swimming, walking, jumping, cargo delivering on both solid and liquid 

terrains, by orientating magnetic particles within the soft bodies. This soft robot has great 

potential for bionic biological treatment and in vivo applications due to its small size and 

wireless control. A more recent work, by Yoonho et al. [209], has successfully realized a 

new fabrication method to program the ferromagnetic domains for such robots utilizing a 

new 3D printing technology through precisely controlling the orientation of each magnetic 

particle during the printing process. This technique might open a new avenue for building 

magnetic actuated soft robots that is highly programmable and can be precisely controlled. 

 

Figure 7.4 Magnetic-actuated soft climber 
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        I will develop two wireless soft climbers (based on my design shown in Chapter 6), 

as shown in Figure 7.4, at different scales: one is millimeter-scale soft climber based on 

doming-driven suction adhesion; the other one is a micro-scale soft robot utilizing fibrillar 

adhesion to rise. The millimeter-scale climber is expected to be capable of performing three 

dimension locomotion: including walking on horizontal or tilted surfaces, climbing on 

vertical surfaces and running on ceilings, and also showing capability to transfer between 

all these dimensions. Meanwhile, this climber should demonstrate certain load-carrying 

capability. The micro-scale magnetic climber is expected to achieve 3D locomotion as well, 

and show capability of locomoting on arbitrary surfaces (randomly curved, rough, 

compliant and solid-liquid etc.). Its ultimate goal is to perform task on biological tissues. 
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